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Op.	69	 No.	1	 1877	 Klage	I	 √		 √	 	 	
No.	2	 Klage	II	 √		 	 	 	
No.	3	 Abschied	 √	 	 	 	
No.	4	 Des	Liebsten	Schwur	 √	 	 	 	
No.	8	 Salome	 √	 	 	 	
Op.	72	 No.	2	 1876	 Sommerfäden	 	 	 	 √	
Op.	84	 No.	1	 1881	 Sommerabend	 √	 	 √	 	
No.	3	 In	den	Beeren	 √	 √	 √	 	
No.	4	 1882	 Vergebliches	Ständchen	 √	 	 √	 	
Op.	85	 No.	3	 1878	 Mädchenlied	 √	 	 	 	
No.	4	 1882	 Ade!	 √	 	 	 	




Mit	vierzig	Jahren	 	 	 	 √	
No.	4	 Sapphische	Ode	 √	 √	 	 	
























Bei	dir	sind	meine	Gedanken	 √	 √	 	 	
No.	3	 Beim	Abschied	 	 	 	 √	
No.	4	 Der	Jäger	 √	 	 	 	
No.	6	 Mädchenlied	 	 √	 	 	
Op.	97	 No.	3	 1885	 Entführung	 √	 √	 	 	
No.	4	 1884	
		/85	 Dort	in	den	Weiden	
√	 	 	 	
No.	6	 1885	 Trennung	 √	 	 	 	
Op.	105	 No.	1	 1886	 Wie	Melodien	zieht	es	mir	 	 	 	 √	
No.	4	 1888	 Auf	dem	Kirchhofe	 	 	 	 √	
Op.	107	 No.	1	 1886	 An	die	Stolze	 √	 	 	 	
No.	2	 1888	 Salamander	 √	 √	 √	 	
No.	3	 1886	 Das	Mädchen	spricht	 √	 √	 	 	
No.	4	 1886							
		/87	 Maienkätzchen	

















































































































Work	 Stanza	 Poet	 Musical	Formal	Structure	 Song	Space	
Op.	69	
No.	1	 3	 Josef	Wenzig	 ||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	post	||	 ||	A	||:	A	:||	
No.	2	 8	à	344	 Josef	Wenzig	 ||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	post	||	 ||	A	||:	A	:||	
No.	3	 3	 Josef	Wenzig	 ||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	post	||	 ||	A	||:	A	:||	
No.	4	 4	 Josef	Wenzig	 ||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	||:	A	:||	A'	||	
No.	8	 4	à	245	 Gottfried	Keller	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
Op.	72	 No.	2	 1	à	246	 Karl	Candidus	 ||	pre	–	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
Op.	84	
No.	1	 4	 Hans	Schmidt	 ||	(A	–	B)	–	inter	–	(A'	–	B')	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	B	–	A'	–	B'	||	
No.	3	 4	 Hans	Schmidt	 ||	pre	–	(A	–	inter	–	B)	–	inter	–	(A'	–	inter	–	B')	–post	||	 ||	A	–	B	–	A'	–	B'	||	
No.	4	 4	 Lower	Rhine	folksong	 ||	pre	–	A	–	inter	–	A’	–	inter	–	A'’	–	inter	–	A’'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	–	A"	–	A'"	||	
Op.	85	
No.	3	 1	à	347	 Siegfried	Kapper	 ||	pre	||:	A	–	inter	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A'	||	
No.	4	 3	 Siegfried	Kapper	 ||:	A	–	inter	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A'	||	
















Work	 Stanza	 Poet	 Musical	Formal	Structure	 Song	Space	
Op.	94	
No.	1	 3	 Friedrich	Rückert	 ||	pre	–	A	–	A'	–	A''	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	–	A"	||	
No.	4	 2	 Hans	Schmidt	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
No.	5	 248	 Friedrich	Halm	 ||	A	–	A'||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
Op.	95	
No.	2	 3	 Friedrich	Halm	 ||	pre	||:	A	–	inter	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A'	||	
No.	3	 249	 Friedrich	Halm	 ||	pre	–	A–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
No.	4	 3	 Friedrich	Halm	 ||:	1te	pre/2te	inter	–	A	:||	inter	–	A	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A	||	
No.	6	 250	 Paul	Heyse	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
Op.	97	
No.	3	 3	 Willbald	Alexis	 ||	pre	||:	A	–	inter	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A'	||	
No.	4	 3	 Lower	Rhine	folksong	 ||:	A	–	inter	:||	A'	–	post	||	 ||:	A	:||	A'	||	
No.	6	 4	 Swabian	folksong	 ||	pre	||:	A	–	inter	:||:	A'	–	inter	:||	post	||	 ||:	A	:||:	A'	:||	
Op.	105	
No.	1	 3	 Klaus	Groth	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	inter	–	A''	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	–	A"	||	
No.	4	 2	 Detlev	von	Liliencron	 ||	pre	–	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
Op.	107	
No.	1	 251	 Paul	Flemming	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
No.	2	 2	 Karl	Lemcke	 ||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	
No.	3	 2	 Otto	Friedrich	Gruppe	 ||	pre	–	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 ||	A	–	A'	||	


































































































































































































































































































No.	2	 	 √		||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	post	||	 	
No.	3	 	 √		||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	post	||	 	
No.	4	 	 √		||	pre	–	A	||:	inter	–	A	:||	A'	–	post	||	 √	
No.	8	 √	
||	A	–	inter	–	A'	–	post	||	 √	 	



































































I.	 1	 Wie	schienen	die	Sternlein	so	hell,	so	hell		 How	the	stars	shone	so	bright,	so	bright,			
	 2	 Herab	von	der	Himmelshöh'!		 down	from	the	heights	of	heaven!	




II.	 1	 Die	Blümlein	weinten	auf	Flur	und	Steg,		 The	flowers	wept	on	meadow	and	pathway,			
	 2	 Sie	fühlten	der	Liebenden	Weh',	 they	shared	the	sorrow	of	the	lovers,			





III.	 1	 Die	Lüfte	durchrauschen	die	Waldesruh',	 The	breezes	rustled	through	the	quiet	forest;			
	 2	 Aus	dem	Tal	und	von	der	Höh'		 out	of	the	valley	and	from	the	height			






















































































































































I.	 1	 Mein	Lieb	ist	ein	Jäger,		 My	love’s	a	huntsman;		
	 2	 Und	grün	ist	sein	Kleid,	 his	garb	is	green,	




II.	 1	 Mein	Lieb	ist	ein	Jäger,		 My	love’s	a	huntsman,		
	 2	 Trifft	immer	ins	Ziel,	 never	misses	his	aim,	




III.	 1	 Mein	Lieb	ist	ein	Jäger,		 My	love’s	a	huntsman,		
	 2	 Kennt	Wege	und	Spur,	 knows	trails	and	tracks,	
	 3	 Zu	mir	aber	kommt	er		 but	his	only	way	to	me	is	









































































I.	 1	 Ach	mich	hält	der	Gram	gefangen,		 Alas,	sorrow	holds	me	captive,		
	 2	 Meinem	Herzen	ist	so	weh,		 my	heart	is	so	sore,		




II.	 1	 Was	einst	mein	war,	ist	verloren,		 What	was	once	mine	is	now	lost;		
	 2	 Alle,	alle	Hoffnung	flieht;		 all,	all	hope	is	fled.		




III.	 1	 Dunkel	wird	mein	Weg	sich	dehnen,		 My	path	will	stretch	out	darkly,		
	 2	 Wenn	ich	scheiden	muß	von	hier:		 if	I	must	depart	from	here;		
	 3	 Steh'	ich	dann	auf	jenem	Berge,		 then,	when	I	stand	on	yonder	mountain,		


































































































I.	 1	 O	Felsen,	lieber	Felsen,		 Oh	cliff,	dear	cliff,		











	 3	 Als	ich	mich	trennen	mußte		 When	I	had	to	part		
	 4	 Von	dem	Geliebten	mein?		 from	my	true	love?			
IV.	 1	 Laß	dämmern,	Gott,	laß	dämmern,			 Let	twilight	fall,	God,	let	twilight	fall,		
	 2	 Daß	bald	der	Abend	wink'			 so	that	evening	soon	beckons		




V.	 1	 O	Nachtigall,	du	traute,			 Oh	nightingale,	you	dear	bird,		
	 2	 O	sing'	im	grünen	Hain,			 oh	sing	in	the	green	grove;	





VI.	 1	 Mein	Herz,	das	liegt	erstarret			 My	heart	lies	turned	
	 2	 Zu	Stein	in	meiner	Brust,			 to	stone	in	my	breast;	




VII.	 1	 Ich	frei'	wohl	einen	Andern	 Now	I’m	engaged	to	another,		
	 2	 Und	lieb'	ich	ihn	auch	nicht;		 even	though	I	don’t	love	him;		





VIII.	 1	 Ich	tue	nach	des	Vaters	 I	obey	the	orders	of	my	father			
	 2	 Und	nach	der	Mutter	Wort,	 and	my	mother,	

























II.	 1	 Nimm	von	der	eitlen	Erde,	 Take	from	the	vain	earth,		
	 2	 O	Gott,	mich	auf	zu	dir,		 oh	God,	take	me	to	you		





III.	 1	 O	Gott,	mein	guter	Vater,	 Oh	God,	my	good	father,			
	 2	 Wie	strafst	du	mich	so	schwer!	 how	severely	you	punish	me!	




















































































































I.	 1	 Und	gleichwohl	kann	ich	anders	nicht,		 And	yet	I	can	do	no	other,		
	 2	 Ich	muß	ihr	günstig	sein,		 I	must	be	lovingly	disposed	towards	her,	
	 3	 Obgleich	der	Augen	stolzes	Licht		 even	though	the	proud	light	of	her	eyes		
	 4	 Mir	mißgönnt	seinen	Schein.		 denies	me	its	shine.	
	 5	 Ich	will,	ich	soll,	ich	muß	dich	lieben,		 I	will,	I	shall,	I	must	love	you,	
	 6	 Dadurch	wir	beid'	uns	nur	betrüben,		 which	brings	only	sorrow	to	us	both	




II.	 1	 Wie	manchen	Tag,	wie	manche	Nacht,	 How	many	a	day,	how	many	a	night,	
	 2	 Wie	manche	liebe	Zeit		 how	much	dear	time,	
	 3	 Hab'	ich	mit	Klagen	durchgebracht,		 have	I	spent	in	lamenting,	
	 4	 Und	du	verlachst	mein	Leid!		 yet	you	mock	my	distress!	
	 5	 Du	weißt,	du	hörst,	du	siehst	die	Schmerzen,		 You	know,	you	hear,	you	see	my	pains,	
	 6	 Und	nimmst	der'	keinen	doch	zu	Herzen,		 yet	you	take	none	of	them	to	heart,	
	 7	 So	daß	ich	zweifle	fast,		 so	that	I	almost	doubt		








III.	 1	 Bist	du	den	harter	Stein	und	Stahl		 Are	you	then	made	of	hard	stone	and	steel		
	 2	 Die	man	doch	zwingen	kann?	 that	one	can	still	compel?/that	one	can	bend?	
	 3	 Feld,	Wiesen,	Wälder,	Berg	und	Tal		 Field,	meadow,	forests,	mountain	and	valley		




	 5	 Die	Vögel	seufzen	was	ich	klage.		 The	birds	sigh,	when	I	lament.	
	 6	 Der	hohle	Busch	ruft,	was	ich	sage.		 The	empty	bush	calls,	when	I	speak.	




IV.	 1	 Ach	denke,	denke,	was	du	tust.	 Ah,	think	about	what	you	are	doing.	
	 2	 Ich	kann	nicht	anders	sein.		 I	cannot	be	otherwise.	
	 3	 Ich	hab'	an	meinem	Leiden	Lust,		 I	take	pleasure	in	my	sorrow,	
	 4	 Du	hassest	meine	Pein.		 You	hate	my	pain.	
	 5	 Kann	ich	den	keine	Huld	erlangen,		 If	I	can	then	obtain	no	favor,	
	 6	 So	lass’	mich	die	Gunst	nur	empfangen	 then	let	me	at	least	receive	goodwill,	
	 7	 Und	wolle	doch	mit	mir,		 and	then	wish	with	me		



































































































































































































I.	 1	 Singt	mein	Schatz	wie	ein	Fink,		 If	my	sweetheart	sings	like	a	finch,		
	 2	 Sing	ich	Nachtigallensang;		 I’ll	sing	a	nightingale's	song;		




II.	 1	 O	ihr	Jungfraun	im	Land,		 Oh	you	maidens	in	the	country,		
	 2	 Von	dem	Berg	und	über	See!		 from	the	mountains	and	over	the	sea,		




III.	 1	 Er	soll	sich	unterwerfen		 He	must	surrender,		
	 2	 Zum	Ruhm	uns	und	Preis!		 to	our	glory	and	our	praise,		
	 3	 Und	er	soll	sich	nicht	rühren,		 and	he	must	not	stir,		






IV.	 1	 O	ihr	teuren	Gespielen,		 Oh	you	dear	playmates,			
	 2	 Überlaßt	mir	den	stolzen	Mann!	 leave	that	dear	of	man	to	me!	
	 3	 Er	soll	seh'n,	wie	die	Liebe		 He	shall	see	how	love		



























the	rhythmic	figuration	from	“	!.  " 	”	for	“bin	ich”	(stanza	I;	mm.	10	and	12)		into	“	#	”	
for	“laut”	(stanza	III;	mm.	45	and	47).	Similarly,	Brahms	changes	the	rhythmic	


































































I.	 1	 Da	unten	im	Tale		 Down	there	in	the	valley	
	 2	 Läuft's	Wasser	so	trüb,		 The	stream	is	so	troubled,		





II.	 1	 Sprichst	allweil	von	Liebe',		 You	always	talk	about	love,			
	 2	 Sprichst	allweil	von	Treu',		 you	always	talk	about	being	true,			





III.	 1	 Und	wenn	i	dir's	zehnmal	sag,		 And	when	I	tell	you	ten	times,			
	 2	 Daß	i	di	lieb	und	mag,		 how	much	I	love	you	and	care	about	you	





IV.	 1	 Für	die	Zeit,	wo	du	gliebt	mi	hast,		 For	the	time	when	you	loved	me,			
	 2	 Da	dank	i	dir	schön,		 I	thank	you	kindly;			
	 3	 Und	i	wünsch,	daß	dir's	anderswo		 and	I	hope	you	fare	better	elsewhere.	














































































































































































(  ) 5 
4 ––– 3  
  
31																																																																										3	2																																														33																																																				34																																										35																																					36																																		
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I.	 1	 Ach,	mir	fehlt,	nicht	ist	da,		 Alas,	how	I	miss	it,	how	I	lack,		
	 2	 Was	mich	einst	süß	beglückt;		 that	sweet	pleasure	I	once	had;			
	 3	 Ach,	mir	fehlt,	nicht	ist	da,		 [Alas,]	how	I	miss	it,	how	I	lack,	
	 4	 Was	mich		erfreut!	 what	gave	me	such	joy!			
	 5	 Was	mich	einst	süß	beglückt,		 That	sweet	pleasure	I	once	had			
	 6	 Ist	wie	die	Well’	entrückt.		 has	ebbed	away	like	a	wave.			




II.	 1	 Sagt,	wie	man	ackern	kann		 Say,	who	can	till	a	field	
	 2	 Ohne	Pflug,	ohne	Roß?	 without	a	plough,	without	a	horse?			
	 3	 Sagt,	wie	man	ackern	kann,		 Say,	who	can	till	a	field	
	 4	 Wenn	das	Rad	bricht?		 when	the	wheel	breaks?			
	 5	 Ach,	wie	solch	Ackern	ist,		 Alas,	such	tillage			
	 6	 So	ist	die	Liebe	auch,		 is	like	love,	




III.	 1	 Zwingen	mir	fort	nur	auf,	 What	they	keep	forcing	on	me	
	 2	 Was	mit	Qual	mich	erfüllt;		 fills	me	with	torment;			
	 3	 Zwingen	mir	fort	nur	auf,	 what	they	keep	forcing	on	me	
	 4	 Was	meine	Pein:		 is	agony;			






	 6	 Der	kein	ganz	Herze	hat;		 whose	heart	is	not	whole;	
	 7	 Halb	ist's	der	ersten	Frau,		 half	belongs	to	his	first	wife,		
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3                               3                                    
 I:	HC	
2                                     2                                     
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I.	 1	 Dort	in	den	Weiden	steht	ein	Haus,		 There	in	the	willows	stands	a	house,		
	 2	 Da	schaut	die	Magd	zum	Fenster	'naus!		 with	a	girl	looking	out	of	the	window!		
	 3	 Sie	schaut	stromauf,	sie	schaut	stromab:		 She	looks	upstream,	she	looks	downstream:		
	 4	 Ist	noch	nicht	da	mein	Herzensknab'?		 hasn’t	my	sweetheart	arrived	yet?		




II.	 1	 Des	Morgens	fährt	er	auf	dem	Fluß,		 Each	morning	he	rows	on	the	river,		
	 2	 Und	singt	herüber	seinen	Gruß,		 and	sings	his	song;			
	 3	 Des	Abends,	wenn's	Glühwürmchen	fliegt,		 in	the	evenings,	when	the	fireflies	dance,			
	 4	 Sein	Nachen	an	das	Ufer	wiegt,		 and	his	boat	rocks	by	the	riverbank,		




III.	 1	 Die	Nachtigall	im	Fliederstrauch,	 I	too	understand	what	the	nightingale	signs	in	the	lilac	bush;		
	 2	 Was	sie	da	singt,	versteh'	ich	auch;		 	
	 3	 Sie	saget:	übers	Jahr	ist	Fest,		 she	says	that	in	a	year’s	time	there’ll	be	a	wedding	feast,		
	 4	 Hab'	ich,	mein	Lieber,	auch	ein	Nest,		 and	then,	my	dear,	I’ll	have	a	nest	too,		
	 5	 Wo	ich	dann	mit	dem	Burschen	mein			 where	I’ll	live	with	my	lad	































































4	 5	 3	 5	3	
28																																																			29																																																							30																																																																																												32																					































































I.	 1	 Ach,	und	du	mein	kühles	Wasser!		 Alas,	and	you,	my	cool	river!		
	 2	 Ach,	und	du	mein	rotes	Röslein!		 Alas,	and	you,	my	red	rose!		




II.	 1	 Pflück'	ich	dich	für	meine	Mutter?		 Shall	I	pluck	you	for	my	mother?		
	 2	 Keine	Mutter	hab'	ich	Waise!		 I	the	orphan	have	no	mother!			




III.	 1	 Pflück'	ich	dich	für	meinen	Bruder?		 Shall	I	pluck	you	for	my	brother?		
	 2	 Ist	gezogen	in	die	Feldschlacht!		 He	has	gone	to	the	wars!		
	 3	 Pflück'	ich	dich	für	den	Geliebten?		 Shall	I	pluck	you	for	my	lover?		
	 4	 Fern,	ach,	weilet	der	Geliebte!		 Alas,	my	lover	tarries	far	away!		
	 5	 Jenseit	dreier	grünen	Berge,		 Across	three	green	mountains	




































































































I.	 1	 Ei,	schmollte	mein	Vater	nicht	wach	und	im	Schlaf,		 Well,	if	my	father	would	only	stop	his	sulking,	awake	or	sleep,	
	 2	 So	sagt'	ich	ihm,	wen	ich	im	Gärtelein	traf.	 I’d	tell	him	who	I	met	in	our	little	garden.	




II.	 1	 Ei,	zankte	mein	Vater	nicht	wieder	sich	ab,		 Well,	if	my	father	would	stop	scolding,		
	 2	 So	sagt'	ich	ihm,	was	der	Geliebte	mir	gab.	 I’d	tell	him	what	my	beloved	gave	me.		




III.	 1	 Ei,	klänge	dem	Vater	nicht	staunend	das	Ohr,		 Well,	if	my	father	could	believe	his	ears,		
	 2	 So	sagt'	ich	ihm,	was	der	Geliebte	mir	schwor.	 I’d	tell	him	what	my	beloved	promised	me.		




IV.	 1	 Mir	schwor	der	Geliebte	so	fest	und	gewiß,		 My	beloved	promised	me,	so	firmly	and	surely,		
	 2	 Bevor	er	aus	meiner	Umarmung	sich	riß:	 before	he	tore	himself	away	from	my	embrace,		
	 3	 Ich	hätte	am	längsten	zu	Hause	gesäumt	 that	I	shouldn’t	have	to	stay	at	home	any	longer	than		






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Meine	Jacke	ist	ganz	noch		 My	jacket	is	still	whole,	
	 2	 Und	mein	Glas	noch	voll	Gin!		 and	my	glass	yet	full-of	gin!		
	 3	 Welt,	geh’	deiner	Wege,		 World,	go	your	way,	






II.	 1	 Kein	Haus,	keine	Heimat,		 No	house,	no	homeland,		
	 2	 Kein	Weib	und	kein	Kind,		 no	wife	and	no	child;	
	 3	 So	wirbl'	ich,	ein	Strohhalm,		 so	I	am	whirled	like	a	wisp	of	straw		
	 4	 In	Wetter	und	Wind!			 in	storm	and	wind.		
	
III.	 1	 Well'	auf	und	Well'	nieder,		 Up	with	one	wave,	down	with	the	next	
	 2	 Bald	dort	und	bald	hier;		 now	here	and	now	there;		
	 3	 Welt,	fragst	du	nach	mir	nicht,		 if	you	do	not	ask	about	me,	world,	


















































































































































I.	 1	 Ich	ruhe	still	im	hohen	grünen	Gras	 I	rest	at	peace	in	the	tall	green	grass	
	 2	 Und	sende	lange	meinen	Blick	nach	oben,	 and	slowly	turn	my	gaze	on	high;	
	 3	 Von	Grillen	rings	umschwirrt	ohn'	Unterlaß,	 all	around	me,	crickets	chirp	endlessly,	
	 4	 Von	Himmelsbläue	wundersam	umwoben.	 and	I	am	wondrously	interwoven	with	the	blueness	of	the	sky.	
	
II.	 1	 Die122	schönen	weiße	Wolken	ziehn	dahin	 The	lovely	white	clouds	sail	away		
	 2	 Durchs	tiefe	Blau,	wie	schöne	stille	Träume;	 through	the	deep	blue,	like	lovely	silent	dreams.	
	 3	 Mir	ist,	als	ob	ich	längst	gestorben	bin	 I	feel	as	if	I	have	long	since	died	






























































































































































































































I.	 1	 O	Lady	Judith,	spröder	Schatz,		 O	Lady	Judith,	my	coy	love,		
	 2	 Drückt	dich	zu	fest	mein	Arm?		 does	my	arm	press	you	too	close?		





II.	 1	 Hart	ist	der	Sitz	und	knapp	und	schmal,		 The	saddle	is	hard,	short	and	narrow,		
	 2	 Und	kalt	mein	Kleid	von	Erz,		 and	my	coat	of	mail	is	cold,		




III.	 1	 Sechs	Nächte	lag	ich	in	Sumpf	und	Moor		 Six	nights	I	lay	in	marsh	and	moor,		
	 2	 Und	hab'	um	dich	gewacht,		 sleepless	for	your	sake,		



















































































































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Das	Ufer	ist	so	morgenstill,		 The	shore	is	so	silent	this	morning,	
	 2	 Noch	kaum	ein	Fischlein	springen	will.	 not	even	a	little	fish	wants	to	leap.		





II.	 1	 O	Jugendblut,	kaum	fünfzehn	Jahr,		 Oh	young-blood,	hardly	fifteen	years-old,	
	 2	 Verschlafen	noch	ihr	Augenpaar,	 sleepy	still	your	pair-of	eyes,	
	 3	 Das	Röckchen	dürftig,	hochgeschürzt,		 the	little-dress	shabby,	hiked-up-high,	





III.	 1	 “Am	jüngsten	Tag	ich	aufersteh'		 On	judgment	day	I’ll	rise	up		
	 2	 Und	gleich	nach	meinem	Liebsten	seh',		 and	straightaway	I’ll	go	looking	for	my	best	beloved,	
	 3	 und	wenn	ich	ihn	nicht	finden	kann,		 and	if	I	can’t	find	him,			
	 4	 Leg'	wieder	mich	zum	Schlafen	dann.			 I’ll	lie	down	and	go	to	sleep	again.				
	
IV.	 1	 O	Herzeleid,	du	Ewigkeit!		 Oh	heartache,	you’re	eternal!			
	 2	 Selbander	nur	ist	Seligkeit!		 To	be	with	another	is	the	only	bliss!	
	 3	 Und	kommt	mein	Liebster	nicht	hinein,		 So	if	my	beloved	doesn’t	arrive,			




























































































































I.	 1	 Rosen	brach	ich	nachts	mir	am	dunklen	Hage;		 I	plucked	roses	by	night	from	the	dark	hedgerow;		
	 2	 Süßer	hauchten	Duft	sie	als	je	am	Tage;		 they	breathed	a	sweeter	fragrance	than	ever	by	day;			




II.	 1	 Auch	der	Küsse	Duft	mich	wie	nie	berückte,		 The	fragrance	of	those	kisses	too	enchanted	me	as	never	before,	
	 2	 Die	ich	nachts	vom	Strauch	deiner	Lippen	pflückte;		 when	I	plucked	them	by	night	from	the	rose-bush	of	your	lips;			
	 3	 Doch	auch	dir,	bewegt	im	Gemüt	gleich	jenen,		 yet	you	too,	moved	in	your	inmost	feelings	like	the	roses,	




























































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Schwalbe,	sag'	mir	an,		 Tell	me,	swallow,		
	 2	 Ist's	dein	alter	Mann		 is	it	your	last	year’s	mate		
	 3	 Mit	dem	du's	Nest	gebaut?		 that	you’re	building	a	nest	with?		





II.	 1	 Sag',	was	zwitschert	ihr,			 Say,	what	are	you	both	twittering,	
	 2	 Sag',	was	flüstert	ihr		 say,	what	are	you	both	whispering	
	 3	 Des	Morgens	so	vertraut?		 so	intimately	each	morning?		
	 4	 Gelt,	du	bist	wohl	auch	noch			 I	know;	you	haven't	long	been		



























































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Bei	dir	sind	meine	Gedanken		 My	thoughts	are	with	you,		
	 2	 Und	flattern	um	dich	her;		 and	flutter	around	you;	





II.	 1	 Bei	dir	sind	meine	Gedanken		 My	thoughts	are	with	you,	
	 2	 Und	wollen	von	dir	nicht	fort;		 and	they	don’t	want	to	leave	you;		




III.	 1	 Sie	sagen,	unlösbar	hielte		 They	say	that	your	magic	holds	them		
	 2	 Dein	Zauber	sie	festgebannt;		 inescapably	in	thrall;		
	 3	 Sie	hätten	an	deinen	Blicken		 that	in	the	fire	of	your	gaze		

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I.	 	 (Die	Mutter)	 (Mother)	
	 1	 Geh'	schlafen,	Tochter,	schlafen!	 Go	to	sleep,	daughter,	go	to	sleep;	
	 2	 Schon	fällt	der	Tau	aufs	Gras,	 already	the	dew	is	falling	on	the	grass,	
	 3	 Und	wen	die	Tropfen	trafen,	 and	whoever	is	touched	by	those	drops	








II.	 	 (Die	Tochter)	 (Daughter)	
	 1	 Laß	weinen,	Mutter,	weinen!	 Enough	of	weeping,	mother,	enough	of	weeping;	
	 2	 Das	Mondlicht	leuchtet	hell,	 the	moonlight	shines	bright,	





III.	 	 (Die	Mutter)	 (Mother)	
	 1	 Geh'	schlafen,	Tochter,	schlafen!	 Go	to	sleep,	daughter,	go	to	sleep;	
	 2	 Schon	ruft	der	Kauz	im	Wald,	 already	the	screech	owl	is	hooting	in	the	forest,	




IV.	 	 (Die	Tochter)	 (Daughter)	
	 1	 Laß	klagen,	Mutter,	klagen!	 Enough	of	mourning,	mother,	enough	of	mourning,	
	 2	 Die	Nachtigall	singt	hell,	 the	nightingale	sings	clear,	
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“schnell”	(quickly).	Brahms	uses	the	rhythmic	pattern	“!  " ”	in	m.	27	(stanza	II;	line	
2),	and	he	modifies	this	rhythmic	pattern	to	“# ”	in	m.	73	(stanza	IV;	line	2).	Similarly,	
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	 2	 Guten	Abend,	mein	Kind!			 good	evening,	my	child!			
	 3	 Ich	komm'	aus	Lieb'	zu	dir,			 I’m	here	because	I	love	you,			










	 2	 Ich	laß	dich	nicht	ein;		 and	I	won't	let	you	in;			
	 3	 Mutter,	die	rät'	mir	klug,			 Mother	gives	me	wise	advice;			










	 2	 So	eisig	der	Wind,						 so	icy	the	wind,	
	 3	 Daß	mir	das	Herz	erfriert,			 that	my	heart	is	freezing,			










	 2	 Laß	sie	löschen	nur!			 then	just	let	it	go	out;			
	 3	 Löschet	sie	immerzu,			 if	it	keeps	going	out,			
	 4	 Geh'	heim	zu	Bett,	zur	Ruh'!		 then	go	home	to	bed	and	take	your	rest.			












































































































































































I.	 	 Er:			 He:			




II.	 	 Sie:			 She:			




III.	 	 Er:			 He:			




IV.	 	 Sie:			 She:			
	 2	 laß	sie	löschen	nur!			 then	just	let	it	go	out;			























































































































































































































I.	 1	 Es	saß	ein	Salamander	 A	salamander	was	sitting	
	 2	 Auf	einem	kühlen	Stein,	 on	a	cool	stone.		




II.	 1	 Sie	meint',	er	soll	verbrennen,	 She	thought	it	would	burn	up,		
	 2	 Ihm	ward	erst	wohl	zu	Mut,	 but	it	was	in	its	element	as	never	before—	
	 3	 Wohl	wie	mir	kühlem	Teufel	 just	as	hot	love		
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	 2	 Sing'	aus	voller	Kehle,		 sing	full-throated,			










	 2	 Flieh'n	vor	meinem	Singen,		 may	make	the	sparrow	fly,	
	 3	 Fürcht'	ich	doch,	es	wird	den	Schatz	 I	fear	it	will			














	 2	 Braucht	es	einer	Scheuche,		 scaring	off	that	bold	bird;			










	 2	 Beeren,	schau,	sind	teuer,		 look,	berries	are	dear,			
	 3	 Doch	der	Küsse,	reif	und	rot,			 but	ripe	red	kisses			
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		IV.	Doch		der				Küs	-	se,				reif			und						rot,		*der				Küs	-	se,				reif				und				rot______      *	
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I.	 1	 Sommerfäden	hin	und	wieder		 Gossamer	threads,	this	way	and	that,	
	 2	 Fliegen	von	den	Himmeln	nieder;		 waft	down	from	the	skies;	
	 3	 Sind	den	Menschen214	Hirngespinste,		 they	are	the	cobwebs	of	human	thought,	
	 4	 Fetzen	goldner	Liebesträume.		 the	remnants	of	golden	love-dreams.			
II.215	 1	 An	die	Stauden,	an	die	Bäume		 On	the	bushes	and	trees,		
	 2	 Haben	sie	sich	dort	verfangen;		 there	they	are	caught;		




























































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Ich	müh'	mich	ab	und	kann's	nicht	verschmerzen,		 For	all	my	efforts,	I	can’t	get	over	my	distress,		
	 2	 Und	kann's	nicht	verwinden	in	meinem	Herzen,		 I	can’t	overcome	it	in	my	heart,	
	 3	 Daß	ich	den	und	jenen	soll	sehen		 at	seeing	this	or	that	person		
	 4	 Im	Kreis	um	mich	herum	sich	drehen,		 circling	around	me		
	 5	 Der	mich	nicht	machte	froh	noch	trübe,		 who	couldn’t	make	me	happy	or	sad	
	 6	 Ob	er	nun	ging'	oder	bliebe,		 whether	they	went	or	stayed,		
II.	 1	 Und	nur	die	Eine	soll	von	mir	wandern,		 while	only	she	is	now	going	to	leave	me,		
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I.	 1	 Maienkätzchen,	erster	Gruß,		 May	catkins,	first	greeting,			




II.	 1	 Maienkätzchen,	erster	Gruß,		 May	catkins,	first	greeting,			
	 2	 Einst	brach	ich	euch	und	steckte	euch		 once	I	plucked	you	and	pinned	you			
















































































































































































































I.	 1	 Der	Tag	ging	regenschwer	und	sturmbewegt,		 The	day	passed	heavy	with	rain	and	blown	by	storm.		
	 2	 Ich	war	an	manch'	vergeßnem	Grab	gewesen,		 I	had	stood	by	many	a	forgotten	grave,		




II.	 1	 Der	Tag	ging	sturmbewegt	und	regenschwer,		 The	day	passed	blown	by	storm	and	heavy	with	rain.	
	 2	 Auf	allen	Gräbern	fror	das	Wort:	Gewesen.		 On	all	the	graves	froze	the	words:	Departed.		
	 3	 Wie	sturmestot	die	Särge	schlummerten,		 How	still	amid	the	storm	the	coffins	slumbered.		




















































































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Wie	Melodien	zieht	es		 Like	melodies,	thoughts	are	passing	
	 2	 Mir	leise	durch	den	Sinn,		 quietly	through	my	mind;		





II.	 1	 Doch	kommt	das	Wort	und	faßt	es		 Yet	when	words	come	and	capture	them			
	 2	 Und	führt	es	vor	das	Aug',		 and	bring	them	into	my	view,	





III.	 1	 Und	dennoch	ruht	im	Reime		 But	there	surely	remains	hidden	within	the	rhyme			
	 2	 Verborgen	wohl	ein	Duft,		 a	certain	fragrance				
	 3	 Den	mild	aus	stillem	Keime		 that	has	been	gently	summoned	out	of	the	silent	












































































































































































































































































I.	 1	 Mit	vierzig	Jahren	ist	der	Berg	erstiegen,		 At	forty	years,	the	mountain	has	been	climbed.		
	 2	 Wir	stehen	still	und	schaun	zurück;		 We	stand	in	silence	and	look	back.	




II.	 1	 Noch	einmal	schau,	und	dann	gekräftigt	weiter		 Take	one	more	look	and	then,	with	renewed	vigour,		
	 2	 Erhebe	deinen	Wanderstab!		 raise	your	walking-staff!		




III.	 1	 Nicht	atmend	aufwärts	brauchst	du	mehr	zu	steigen,		 There	is	no	more	need	to	climb	panting	upwards,		
	 2	 Die	Ebene	zieht	von	selbst	dich	fort;		 the	plain	draws	you	onward	of	its	own	accord;		
	 3	 Dann	wird	sie	sich	mit	dir	unmerklich	neigen,		 then	it	will	imperceptibly	descend	with	you,		
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In	stanza	I,	the	voice	in	line	3	(mm.	7.4–10.2)	is	supported	by	the	piano’s	
series	of	syncopated	chords	with	longer	duration	and	tied	across	the	strong	beats.	
The	voice’s	quicker	dotted	rhythm	of	line	4	in	m.	11	and	repeated	partial	words	with	
doubled	note	values	later	in	mm.	12–13	mirror	the	noisy	happiness	of	youth.	In	
stanza	II,	although	there	is	no	textual	repetition,	Brahms	augments	the	note	values	
by	using	some	half	notes	to	maintain	a	six-bar	phrase	length	(mm.	19.4–25).	In	line	
3,	the	voice	is	also	supported	by	the	piano’s	series	of	syncopated	chords	(mm.	19.4–
22.3).	As	Stark	mentions,	“In	the	third	phrase,	converging,	mostly	chromatic	lines	in	
the	piano	convey	the	obscurity	of	the	future.”272	Moreover,	in	m.	23,	a	leap	of	a	
diminished	fifth	(B!–E)	on	the	words	“hier	nicht”	(here	not)	initiates	line	4	and	is	
followed	by	“the	jagged	descent	of	the	melody”	to	underscore	that	“his	[the	
persona’s]	life	will	continue	and	that	the	turning	point	to	death	is	actually	farther	
on.”273	Meanwhile,	at	the	end	of	line	4,	the	piano’s	descending	melody	in	thirds	(F–
D–B!–G–E–C;	mm.	24.3–25)	reflects	that	“it	is	death	that	waits	at	the	end	of	the	path	
downward,”	and	that	“the	need	for	the	hard-breathing	climb	upward	is	past.”274	On	
the	other	hand,	to	support	the	voice’s	longer	duration	with	half	notes	in	line	4	and	
its	repetition	in	stanza	III,	Brahms	modifies	the	accompanimental	figuration	in	mm.	
35–41	by	using	rolling	upward	arpeggios	in	triplets.	Sams	describes	this	new	
rhythmic	pattern	as	it	“surely	derive[s]	from	the	poet’s	rather	incongruous	final	
 
272	Stark,	Guide	to	the	Solo	Songs,	278.	
273	Platt,	“Jenner	versus	Wolf,”	400.	
274	Stark,	Guide	to	the	Solo	Songs,	279.	
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‘Port’	which	cannot	fail	to	imply	the	end	of	a	voyage,	more	home	from	sea	than	from	
the	hill.”275	
In	addition,	Brahms’s	harmonization	and	tonal	areas	in	setting	the	second	
couplets	are	much	more	complex	than	in	the	first	couplets,	and	the	music’s	final	
closed	cadence	(tonic-PAC)	misaligns	with	the	poem’s	closures	of	stanzas	I	and	II.	
Platt	explains	that	Brahms’s	preceding	weaker	cadences	“create	much	of	the	
harmonic	tension	of	the	song”	and	“depict	the	continuity	of	his	[the	persona’s]	
life.”276	In	contrast,	the	stability	of	the	final	conclusive	cadence	“symbolizes	the	
finality	of	the	protagonist's	death.”277	Example	5.21a	illustrates	that	Brahms	
modulates	from	B	minor	to	its	brighter	relative	major	key,	D	major,	and	ends	with	a	
non-tonic	half	cadence	(III:	HC)	in	lines	3	and	4	of	stanza	I.	Example	5.21b	
demonstrates	how	he	attempts	to	modulate	back	from	D	major	to	the	home	key,	B	
minor,	and	ends	with	a	tonic	half	cadence	(i:	HC)	in	lines	3	and	4	of	stanza	II.	Here,	
Brahms	first	modulates	from	D	major	to	D	minor	at	the	end	of	line	3	in	m.	21	to	
prepare	the	return	of	B	minor	in	m.	25,	where	the	voice’s	final	chord	utilizes	the	
reinterpretation	of	B!	as	A"	(dm:	viio34	=	bm:	viio24).	Platt	describes	the	meaning	of	
Brahms’s	reinterpretation:		
the	note	B!	resolves	down	to	A	.	.	.	can	be	thought	of	as	representing	
the	man	looking	back	to	earlier	times.	By	comparison,	A"	resolves	
upward	to	the	tonic,	and	it	can	be	thought	of	as	representing	the	man	
reaching	onward.278	
	
 
275	Sams,	Songs	of	Johannes	Brahms,	275.	
276	Platt,	“Jenner	versus	Wolf,”	401.	
277	Platt,	401	
278	Platt,	400.	
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According	to	Stark,	“The	song’s	glorious	conclusion	affectingly	depicts	the	serenity	
of	the	traveler’s	final	haven	by	shifting	not	only	to	the	tonic	major,	but	on	to	the	
Neapolitan	and	back.”279	Similarly,	Sams	states	that	“the	modulation	to	the	tonic	
major	sound[s]	more	like	a	warm	welcome	into	heaven’s	haven	than	consignment	to	
the	cold	grave.”280	Example	5.21c	displays	the	unstable	key	areas	in	line	3	of	stanza	
III—F"	minor,	A	major,	D	major,	and	E	major—and	the	return	to	B	major	in	line	4	of	
stanza	III.	The	repeated	line	4	modulates	to	C	major	(Neapolitan	key;	mm.	38–39)	
and	ends	with	a	perfect	authentic	in	B	major	(I:	PAC;	m.	41)	to	conclude	this	piece.	
As	seen	in	the	large-scale	tonal	organization	of	“Mit	vierzig	Jahren”	displayed	
in	Example	5.22,	the	voice’s	lines	1	and	3	are	initiated	by	the	Kopfton,	F"3	(5̂).	
Although	Brahms	sets	this	structural	tone	in	different	tonal	areas—stanza	I:	Bm	and	
DM;	stanza	II:	DM,	Dm	and	Bm;	and	stanza	III:	Bm,	F"m,	AM,	DM,	EM,	and	BM—this	
Kopfton	remains	active	until	m.	35	to	complete	the	Urlinie,	5̂–4̂–3̂–2̂–1̂,	of	this	song.	
In	other	words,	since	Brahms	designs	this	song	in	a	variety	of	key	areas	and	even	
concludes	this	piece	in	the	parallel	major	key,	his	significant	modifications	suppress	
the	appearance	of	the	remaining	structural	tones	until	the	end	of	stanza	III.		
	
	 	
 
279	Sams,	Songs	of	Johannes	Brahms,	275	
280	Sams,	275	
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EXAMPLE	5.22.	Brahms,	“Mit	vierzig	Jahren,”	Op.	94,	No.	1,	large-scale	tonal	
organization	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
stanza		I																																																																																	
	
	lines	1																												2																											3																																						4																																(4)																																						
mm.	2									3																								6															7										8									9								10														11																					12						13	
5̂	
Bm:		V									i																																								V																				DM:																	I																																																						V7																														
i:	HC	 III:	HC	
	lines		1																					2																																		3																																										4																																																																				
mm.	14							15							17									18													19								20					21								22																24																			25					26	
5̂	(3̂)	
stanza	II																																																																											
DM:												vi																															V7			I																													Dm:	iiø4	V																																			Bm:	iio4			V		
III:	PAC	 i:	HC	
3								 2								
	(	3̂																																	2̂	)																																									(	!6̂			=		"7̂	)	
	lines		1																												2																													3																																														4																			(4)																																						
mm.	26							27							28						29					30								31						32					33												34																			35									38								40									41	
5̂																																																																																																																						5̂											4̂											3̂					2̂			1̂	
	
stanza	III																																																																																	
	
Bm:															i6																F!m:												V															AM:								DM:									EM:			BM:	V6										CM:	BM:	V7											I	
v:	HC	 I:	PAC	
4								 4								
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In	“Mit	vierzig	Jahren,”	Brahms	utilizes	significant	modifications	in	the	voice’s	
lines	2	and	4,	the	entire	piano	part,	the	harmonization,	and	key	areas.	These	
modified	techniques	include:		
(1) using	distinct	motivic	patterns,	parallel	minor/major	modes,	and	different	
cadences	within	the	prelude	(Bm:	HC)	and	the	postlude	(BM:	PC)	to	
distinguish	between	the	text’s	references	to	climbing	the	mountain	(life)	and	
arriving	at	port	(death/heaven).	
(2) changing	the	melody	and	harmonization	in	line	2	while	keeping	the	same	
rhythmic	figuration	to	reveal	the	persona’s	actions	of	standing	still	and	
looking	back	(stanza	I),	hefting	the	walking-stick	(stanza	II),	and	being	
drawn	forward	by	the	view	of	the	plain	(stanza	III).	
(3) modifying	the	melody,	rhythmic	figuration,	and	harmonization	in	line	4,	and	
extending	the	phrase	length	in	stanza	III,	to	reflect	different	stations	of	life:	
the	noisy	happiness	of	youth	(stanza	I),	the	downhill	climb	of	midlife	(stanza	
II),	and	the	end	of	life	upon	arrival	at	the	port	(stanza	III).	
Based	on	the	analysis	shown	above,	Brahms	did	carefully	handle	the	relationship	
between	his	music	and	Rückert’s	text.	Accordingly,	Platt	properly	characterizes	the	
creative	efficiency	of	Brahms’s	musical	setting:	
Brahms	achieves	a	remarkable	union	of	text	and	music.	Aside	from	
setting	the	mood	of	the	poem,	he	skillfully	observes	the	structure	of	
the	individual	lines	of	text,	and	conveys	the	meaning	of	specific	words	
through	subtle	melodic	turns	and	harmonic	progressions.281		
	
 
281	Platt,	“Jenner	versus	Wolf,”	401–2.	
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***							***							***	
In	summary,	Brahms’s	six	songs	discussed	above	are	presented	by	number	of	
stanzas	from	least	to	most	stanzas	and	exhibit	beginnings	with	either	identical	or	
similar	musical	settings,	which	are	then	followed	by	significant	modifications	in	the	
remainder	of	each	stanza.	Before	arriving	at	the	conclusive	cadence	in	the	final	
stanza,	Brahms	utilizes	open	harmonic	closures,	either	a	tonic	half	cadence	or	non-
tonic	authentic	cadence.	Moreover,	the	voice-leading	reduction	of	each	song	
demonstrates	that	the	Kopfton	remains	active	in	the	preceding	stanzas.	Occasionally,	
Brahms	keeps	the	Kopfton	unresolved	until	the	very	end	of	the	song.	Thus,	in	the	
majority	of	Type-4	songs,	the	Urlinien	are	completed	in	the	final	stanza.	Indeed,	in	
every	song,	the	compositional	techniques	of	Types-1,	2,	and	3	are	greatly	expanded	
and	employed	to	serve	different	purposes:		
• In	“Sommerfäden”	(Op.	72,	No.	2),	(1)	the	shifted	half	cadence	to	mid-
measure	and	modified	harmonization	in	the	interlude,	based	on	the	same	
contrapuntal	texture	as	the	prelude,	present	a	different	symbolic	meaning	of	
the	following	stanza;	(2)	a	concise	three-bar	postlude	with	a	tied	arpeggiated	
tonic	signifies	the	trapped	floating	gossamer	strands;	and	(3)	Brahms	
modulates	the	key	to	the	minor	dominant	at	the	second	half	of	stanza	I	and	
utilizes	more	applied	chords	and	borrowed	chords	in	the	home	key	in	the	
second	half	of	stanza	II	to	transit	the	poetic	imagery	from	expectation	to	
uncertainty.	
• “Beim	Abschied”	(Op.	95,	No.	3)	illustrates	how:	(1)	Brahms	concludes	the	
entire	song	with	a	more	complete	harmonic	function	and	plagal	cadence	in	
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the	postlude	to	replace	the	dominant	prolongation	of	the	prelude;	(2)	the	
modulation	and	open	harmonic	closure	occurring	at	the	end	of	stanza	I	
mirror	the	departure	of	the	persona’s	beloved;	and	(3)	the	phrase	expansion	
and	melodic	augmentation	at	the	end	of	stanza	II	reinforce	the	textual	
repetitions	to	conclude	this	song.	
• “Maienkätzchen”	(Op.	107,	No.	4)	demonstrates	that	Brahms:	(1)	elongates	
the	dominant	within	a	four-bar	phrase	based	on	the	prelude’s	two-bar	
dominant	prolongation	to	foreshadow	the	expanded	stanza	II;	(2)	utilizes	a	
longer	phrase	length	with	predominant	prolongation	and	more	complete	
harmonic	functions	in	the	postlude	to	conclude	the	song;	and	(3)	the	
parenthetical	insertion	and	rhythmic	augmentation	strengthen	stanza	II’s	
textual	repetition	of	reflecting	the	protagonist’s	cherished	love.		
• In	“Auf	dem	Kirchhofe”	(Op.	105,	No.	4):	(1)	the	stable,	syncopated,	chordal	
pattern,	and	conclusive	authentic	cadence	in	the	postlude	replace	the	stormy	
figurations	with	the	driven	thirty-second	notes	and	tonic	half	cadences	used	
in	the	prelude	and	interlude;	(2)	the	setting	of	the	recitative-like	voice	
(stanza	I)	contrasts	with	voice’s	hymn	quotation	and	hymn-like	chordal	
pattern	with	a	series	of	piano’s	syncopated	pattern	(stanza	II)	to	respectively	
describe	the	forgotten	cemetery	and	the	coffin	sleeping	peacefully	in	the	
storm;	and	(3)	the	tonal	area	modulates	to	a	parallel	major	key	in	mid-stanza	
II	to	symbolize	the	dead’s	peaceful	release.	
• “Wie	Melodien	zieht	es	mir”	(Op.	105,	No.	1)	displays	that	(1)	Brahms	
employs	different	harmonic	settings	with	a	dominant	prolongation	(interlude	
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preceding	stanza	II),	a	predominant	prolongation	and	modulation	(interlude	
preceding	stanza	III),	and	a	plagal	cadence	(postlude)	to	respectively	depict	
the	memories	that	spread	out	like	the	fragrance	of	flowers,	disappear	like	
gray	mist	and	breath,	and	longing	for	reflection	and	comfort;	and	(2)	
different	melodic	and	accompanimental	figurations,	harmonizations,	tonality,	
and	cadences	in	each	stanza’s	lines	3	and	4	distinguish	different	poetic	
descriptions	of	blossomed	spring	flowers.	
• In	“Mit	vierzig	Jahren”	(Op.	94,	No.	1),	Brahms:	(1)	employs	different	motivic	
patterns	and	tonality	(parallel	major	key)	with	a	plagal	cadence	in	the	
postlude	to	reveals	the	reverent	poetic	mood;	and	(2)	the	modifications	of	
the	melody,	rhythmic	figuration,	harmonization,	and	even	phrase	expansion	
in	lines	2	and	4	to	reflect	the	protagonist’s	thoughts	at	different	stages	during	
his	life.	
To	summarize,	by	considering	the	main	points	of	these	six	of	Brahms’s	modified	
strophic	songs,	each	song	presents	significant	modifications	to	aspects	of	tonal	
areas,	harmonization,	hypermeter,	and	melodic	and/or	accompanimental	
figurations.	These	modifications	allow	Brahms’s	musical	settings	to	not	only	
correspond	to	the	poetic	structure	and	meaning,	but	to	establish	their	own	
independent	voice,	structure,	rhythms,	and	expressive	trajectory.	
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Chapter	6.	
Conclusions	and	Looking	Ahead	
	
One	of	the	most	common	limitations	of	strophic	settings	is	that	as	the	poem	
proceeds	to	tell	a	story,	the	music	simply	repeats	itself	and	does	not	progress	or	
reflect	the	changing	circumstances	in	each	poetic	stanza.	While	composing	modified	
strophic	Lieder,	keeping	the	music	unchanged	contributes	to	order	and	unity;	
meanwhile,	the	repetitions	are	written	out	to	introduce	variations.	In	Michael	
Musgrave's	statement	about	modified	strophic	form,	he	indicates,		
The	strength	of	the	modified	strophic	form	lay	in	its	focus—one	
sentiment	embodied	in	a	self-sufficient	principal	melody,	yet	with	
opportunities	for	musical	variation	mirroring	subtle	changes	in	either	
the	poetic	content	or	its	metrical	structure.282	
	
Although	many	prior	scholars	have	contributed	to	the	study	of	Brahms’s	Lieder,	to	
expose	the	music-text	link	and	its	performance	implications	in	his	strophic	songs,	
additional	research	is	needed	to	uncover	Brahms’s	diverse	compositional	strategies	
of	alteration.	By	employing	various	analytical	methodologies	to	explore	Brahms’s	
twenty-eight	modified	strophic	Lieder	during	his	later	Viennese	period,	this	
dissertation	has	established	four	types	of	modified	strophic	form	(hereafter	MSF):	
(1)	Type-1	MSF:	Slight	Modifications,	(2)	Type-2	MSF:	Changes	to	Phrase	Rhythm,	
(3)	Type-3	MSF:	Changes	of	Key,	and	(4)	Type-4	MSF:	Significant	Modifications.	This	
new	model	of	interpreting	Brahms’s	compositional	approach	aims	to	classify	how	
Brahms	enhances	and	parallels	the	textual	meaning	to	his	music	via	minor	through	
 
282	Michael	Musgrave,	“Words	for	Music:	The	Songs	for	Solo	Voice	and	Piano,”	
in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	Brahms	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	
1999),	199.	
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greater	modifications.	The	following	summary	illustrates	Brahms’s	main	purposes	
of	dealing	with	his	song’s	modifications	via	various	compositional	techniques.		
1.	Within	Type-1	MSF	(Slight	Modifications),	the	interaction	between	the	text	
and	music	is	related	to	a	transformation	from	superficial	word	painting	to	motivic	
changes.	Based	on	Brahms’s	compositional	techniques	of	slight	modifications,	Type-
1	MSF	is	divided	into	three	subtypes—adaptations	to	changes	in	syllabic	count;	
changes	pertaining	to	the	piano’s	prelude,	interlude,	and	postlude;	and	changes	to	
melodic	and/or	accompanimental	figuration.	First,	Type-1.1	MSF	(Adaptations	to	
Changes	in	Syllabic	Count)	is	the	most	basic	approach	to	accommodate	poem’s	
inconsistent	poetic	meter	and	metrical	feet.	This	kind	of	modification	employs	the	
addition	or	subtraction	of	notes	via	melodic	melismas	or	altered	rhythmic	pattern	
with	repeating	the	same	pitches.	Nevertheless,	this	is	a	compositional	motivation	
that	is	somewhat	unrelated	to	the	textual	meaning;	rather	it	is	a	practical	approach	
to	accommodate	the	morphology	of	words.		
	Concerning	Type-1.2	MSF	(Changes	Pertaining	to	the	Piano’s	Prelude,	
Interlude,	and	Postlude),	in	general,	most	of	Brahms’s	preludes	and	interludes	end	
with	an	open	harmonic	closure	(e.g.,	HC;	non-tonic	IAC;	non-tonic	PAC)	to	facilitate	
the	preceding	or	following	poetic	meaning.	The	half	cadence	is	most	often	utilized	to	
portray	the	poetic	voice’s	grief	and	loss	of	leaving	their	beloved,	to	symbolize	
questioning,	to	anticipate	expectations	and	assumptions,	and	to	represent	an	
uncertain	outcome	or	unfulfilled	ambitions.	At	times,	the	interlude	functions	to	
modulate	to	a	new	key	or	return	to	the	tonic	key.	In	contrast,	each	postlude	confirms	
the	final	decisive	harmonic	closure	(e.g.,	tonic	IAC;	tonic	PAC;	or	PC),	and	the	
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majority	of	Brahms’s	postludes	are	expanded	from	the	prelude	and	interlude	to	
round	the	poem	off.	Occasionally,	the	final	tonic	prolongation	ending	with	the	
perfect	authentic	cadence	is	used	to	convey	the	persona’s	happiness	or	assertion	of	
pursuing	love;	the	plagal	cadence	reveals	the	protagonist’s	desires,	expectation,	or	
consolation	for	love.	As	for	changes	to	details	within	the	prelude,	interlude	and	
postlude,	Brahms’s	distinct	modifications	involve		motivic	patterns:	the	dissonance	
caused	by	a	series	of	suspensions	serves	as	a	sigh	motive	and	a	sense	of	loss	at	
having	to	leave	the	beloved;	the	tied	arpeggiated	chord	echoes	the	poetic	imagery—
the	imprisoned	gossamer	threads	in	the	air;	the	hymn-like	chordal	pattern	pictures	
the	peacefulness;	triplets	reflect	on	a	now-lost	source	of	exquisite	joy	and	
enjoyment;	283	driven	sixteenth-note	patterns	mirror	the	poetic	voice’s	increased	
agitation;	and	driven	thirty-second	notes	depict	the	stormy	figuration.		
Gustav	Jenner	claims	that	Brahms	relies	on	melodic	contour	to	express	the	
meaning	of	key	phrases	or	words.284	Type-1.3	MSF	(Changes	to	Melodic	and/or	
Accompanimental	Figuration)	is	related	to	the	voice’s	melodic	variations	or	new	
melody,	and/or	the	piano’s	accompaniment	patterns,	which	are	based	on	either	the	
same	or	distinct	harmonic	progressions.	Indeed,	the	utilization	of	this	compositional	
technique	is	concerned	with	facilitating	the	textual	meaning.	For	instance:	a	higher	
or	lower	register	distinguishes	the	poetic	imagery;	more	agitated	rhythmic	patterns	
 
283	Lucien	Stark	mentions	that	“a	rolling	accompaniment	of	discontinuous	
upward	arpeggios	in	triplets	[is]	Brahms’s	customary	symbol	for	contentment.”	See	
Lucien	Stark,	A	Guide	to	the	Solo	Songs	of	Johannes	Brahms	(Bloomington:	Indiana	
University	Press,	1995),	279.	
284	Heather	Platt,	“The	Lieder	of	Brahms,”	in	The	Cambridge	Companion	to	the	
Lied	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2004),	195.	
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mirror	the	persona’s	assertion	and	ecstatic	curiosity;	the	piano’s	parallel-third	
pattern	reflects	the	protagonist’s	desire	for	the	companionship;	the	piano’s	
syncopated	pattern	emphasizes	the	poetic	voice;	borrowed	chords	stress	important	
words;	and	more	chromatic	pitches,	altered	chords,	and	harmonic	modifications	
enhance	each	different	character’s	situation	and	emotion,	as	well	as	the	unexpected	
outcome	of	the	poem.285	
2.	By	using	the	compositional	techniques	of	Type-2	MSF	(Changes	to	Phrase	
Rhythm),	such	as	hypermetric	irregularity,	phrase	expansion,	and	metric	
dissonance,	Brahms’s	modifications	attain	a	tight	integration	between	the	music	and	
poem.	Within	these	alterations,	hypermetric	irregularity	is	caused	by	phrase	
expansion	and	metric	dissonance.	Parenthetical	insertion,	rhythmic	augmentation,	
textual	repetition,	and	a	composed-out	fermata	are	all	part	of	Brahms’s	phrase	
expansion,	providing	performers	more	time	to	underscore	highlighted/elongated	
words	or	the	protagonist’s	conflicting	situation	and	create	tension	in	audience’s	
expectations.	Furthermore,	the	shifted	metric	accents	of	metric	displacement	reflect	
the	persona’s	drifting	blissfully,	allowing	the	music	to	drift	as	well.	On	the	other	
hand,	written-out	changing	meters	make	the	textual	meaning	more	fluid.	Similarly,	
implied	changed	meters	introduce	conflicting	interpretive	layers	of	metric	
dissonance	to	mirror	the	persona’s	succession	of	queries	throughout	the	poem.		
3.	In	Brahms’s	Type-3	MSF	(Changes	of	Key),	between	stanzas,	modulation	
functions	to	distinguish	two	poetic	voices	(e.g.,	a	mother’s	appeal	vs.	a	daughter’s	
 
285	Gustav	Jenner	suggests	that	“the	composer	[Brahms]	often	used	altered	
intervals	to	portray	a	character’s	extreme	state	of	mind.”	See	Heather	Platt,	
“Unrequited	Love	and	Unrealized	Dominants,”	Intégral	7	(1993):	195.	
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response;	a	mother’s	worries	and	fears	vs.	a	daughter’s	assertion;	a	boy’s	pursuit	vs.	
a	girl’s	rejection)	or	contradictory	imagery	(e.g.,	cool	stone	vs.	fire;	cool	devil	vs.	
passionate	love;	harsh	purpose	vs.	surprise	end).	This	compositional	technique	
involves	either	parallel	major/minor	keys	or	chromatic	mediant-related	keys.	By	
utilizing	different	key	areas	to	identify	a	particular	persona	or	poetic	mood,	Brahms	
aptly	underscores	each	character’s	traits	or	conflicting	characteristics	in	these	
songs.		
4.	Finally,	Type-4	MSF	(Significant	Modification)	expands	the	compositional	
techniques	of	Types-1,	2,	and	3	MSFs.	In	other	words,	Brahms’s	modifications	are	
not	limited	to	the	minor	changes	presented	of	the	three	preceding	types.	In	addition	
to	composing	identical	beginning	or	first	halves	of	each	stanza,	Brahms	exhibits	
more	substantial	alterations	based	on	strophic	structure,	such	as	repeating	
elements	with	new	melodies,	rhythmic	patterns,	and/or	harmonization.	Within	
Type-4	songs,	melodic	augmentation,	increased	recitative-like	voice,	extended	
phrase	lengths,	and	even	a	hymn	quotation	are	employed	to	the	extreme	to	enhance	
the	poetic	meaning.	Moreover,	the	harmonization	is	enriched	with	more	applied	
chords	and	borrowed	chords,	and	modulation	occurs	more	frequently	via	parallel	
major/minor	modes,	chromatic	mediant	relationships,	and	enharmonic	
reinterpretation.	Along	with	the	bolder	use	of	tonal	transfers,	closed	harmonic	
closures	appear	only	at	the	end	of	the	last	stanza;	otherwise,	the	preliminary	stanzas	
end	with	open	harmonic	closures.	Thus,	the	complete	Urlinie	is	reached	in	the	final	
stanza.	
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Overall,	of	Brahms’s	twenty-eight	solo	modified	strophic	Lieder,	table	6.1	
demonstrates	the	number	and	percentage	of	utilizing	each	type.		
	
TABLE	6.1.	Number	and	percentage	of	each	Brahms’s	modified	strophic	type	
	
Type-1	Modified	Strophic	Form	
	
Total	Lieder	
Type-1.1	MSF:		
Adaptations	to	Changes	in	Syllabic	Count	
7		
(25%)	
Type-1.2	MSF:		
Changes	Pertaining	to	the	Piano’s	Prelude,	Interlude,	and	
Postlude	
18		
(64.2%)	
Type-1.3	MSF:		
Changes	to	Melodic	and/or	Accompanimental	Figuration	
12		
(42.8%)	
Type-2	MSF:		
Changes	to	Phrase	Rhythm	
9	
(32.14%)	
Type-3	MSF:	
Changes	of	Keys	
4	
(14.2%)	
Type-4	MSF:	
Significant	Modifications	
6	
(21.4%)	
	
	
As	seen	above,	three	of	Brahms’s	most	common	compositional	techniques	of	
strophic	modification	involve	changes	occurring	out-of-song	space	(Type-1.2),	
modifications	within	the	voice	and	piano’s	figuration	(Type-1.3),	and	changes	to	
phrase	rhythm,	especially	via	phrase	expansion	(Type-2).	These	practices,	
supported	by	my	multifaceted	analyses,	illustrate	Brahms's	deep	and	subtle	text-
music	synthesis	in	his	songs.	
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In	addition	to	Brahms’s	twenty-eight	solo	modified	strophic	Lieder	examined	
in	this	dissertation,	his	1872	“Verzagen”	(Op.	72,	No.	4)	and	1876	“Unüberwindlich”	
(Op.	72,	No.	5)	are	also	composed	with	substantial	changes,	displaying	the	same	or	
slightly	different	second	halves	of	each	stanza	instead	of	showing	the	identical	
beginnings.	I	suggest	that	these	two	pieces	should	be	further	investigated	in	the	
future.	Moreover,	Musgrave	suggests	that	many	musical	possibilities	exist	within	the	
modified	strophic	form,	ranging	from	minor	variations	of	a	repeating	verse	to	more	
comprehensive	reconstruction	such	as	“alternation	with	a	contrasting	verse													
(A	A	B	A)	[or	(	A	A	A	B)],	or	combinations	of	these	patterns.”286	With	the	addition	of	
a	contrasting	B	section,	the	simple	strophic	design	becomes	increasingly	complex,	
developed,	and	difficult	to	recognize.	In	some	songs,	the	contrasting	B	section	
borrows	or	develops	material	from	A;	in	others,	the	contrast	is	complete,	and	the	B	
section	has	no	melodic,	harmonic,	textural,	rhythmic	relationship	to	A,	and	can	thus	
be	considered	a	truly	discrete	independent	section.	Here,	I	suggest	exploring	the	
following	six	greater	modified	songs	to	uncover	Brahms’s	purposes	of	his	
modifications	in	future	studies:		
• “Es	liebt	sich	so	lieblich	im	Lenze!”	(Op.	71,	No.	1)	
• “Will	duß,	ich	geh?”	(Op.	71,	No.	4)	
• “Minnelied”	(Op.	71,	No.	5)	
• “Über	die	Heide”	(Op.	86,	No.	4)	
• “Komm	bald”	(Op.	97,	No.	5)	composed	as	an	AABA	modified	design	
 
286	Musgrave,	“Words	for	Music,”	199.	
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• 	“Mädchenlied”	(Op.	107,	No.	5)	written	as	an	AAAB	modified	design.		
Occasionally,	the	music	does	not	support	the	text,	but	rather	undermines,	
contradicts,	ignores,	or	comments	on	its	meaning.	Kofi	Agawu	states	that	in	earlier	
studies	of	Lieder	“few	assertions	are	entertained	that	are	not	tied	to	the	words.	
Although	it	is	not	always	the	case	that	words	dictate	the	development	of	the	
analyst's	insights,	word-dependency	dictates	the	terms	of	the	final	formula.”287	He	
further	summarizes,	“There	is	no	necessary	relationship	between	the	words	and	
music	of	song.”288	Although	Agawu	cautions	against	adopting	a	strictly	“text-to-
music”	method—in	which	the	music	is	supposed	to	always	complement	and	
strengthen	the	text,	and	the	music	is	invoked	primarily	to	highlight	coincidental	
correspondences	between	the	music	and	the	text—investigating	composers’	
motivations	for	the	combination	of	text	and	music	does	help	scholars	and	
performers	to	interpret	these	repertoires	more	appropriately.	Through	my	in-depth	
examinations	within	each	preceding	main	chapter,	this	dissertation	hopes	to	draw	
attention	to	four	different	theoretical	practices:	analysis	and	performance,	rhythm	
and	meter,	large-scale	organization,	and	music-text	relations.	I	expect	that	my	
various	analytical	frameworks	of	this	study	will	further	facilitate	future	research	
and	enhance	performers’	understanding,	interpretation,	and	performance	of	solo	
modified	strophic	Lieder	by	both	Brahms	and	his	contemporaries.	
 
287 Kofi	Agawu,	“Theory	and	Practice	in	the	Analysis	of	the	Nineteenth-
Century	'Lied'.”	Music	Analysis	11,	no.	1	(1992):	7.	
288	Agawu,	30.	For	a	critical	discussion	of	Agawu’s	concepts,	I	refer	readers	to	
Stephen	Rodger’s	classic	article,	“Song	and	the	Music	of	Poetry,”	Music	Analysis	36,	
no.	3	(October	2017):	316–19.	
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APPENDIX	
Literal	Translation	
	
Brahms,	“Klage	I,”	Op.	69,	No.	1	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Bohemian	by	Joseph	Wenzig	
	
I.	 1	 Ach,									mir																fehlt,												nicht						ist									da,		
Ah,								for-me					it-is-lacking,							not								is							here,	
	
	 2	 Was								mich						einst									süß													beglückt;		
which						me								once					sweetly					made-happy;	
	
	 3	 Ach,									mir													fehlt,												nicht								ist							da,		
Ah,							for-me					is-lacking,				nothing						is						here,	
	
	 4	 Was								mich						erfreut!	
which						me							delights!	
	
	 5	 Was								mich						einst										süß													beglückt,		
which						me								once						sweetly					made-happy,	
	
	 6	 Ist						wie							die							Well’										entrückt.		
is								like						the						wave						carried-away.	
	
	 7	 Ach,										mir													fehlt,														nicht									ist								da,		
Ah,								for-me						is-lacking,						nothing							is							here,	
	
	 8	 Was									mich							erfreut!	
which								me							delights!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Sagt,							wie						man						ackern						kann		
Say,							how							one										till											can	
	
	 2	 Ohne											Pflug,											ohne										Roß?		
without						plow,							without						horse?	
	
	 3	 Sagt,							wie						man						ackern						kann,		
Say,								how						one										till											can,	
	
	 4	 Wenn					das									Rad									bricht?		
when						the						wheel						breaks?	
	
	 5	 Ach,						wie							solch						Ackern						ist,		
Ah,							how						such								tilling							is,	
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	 6	 So					ist						die							Liebe						auch,		
so						is							the							love							also,	
	
	 7	 So					ist						die							Liebe						auch,		
so						is							the							love								also,	
	
	 8	 Küßt									man												sich													nicht!		
kisses							one							each-other							not!	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Zwingen												mir														fort									nur							auf,	
Force												upon-me							forth							only							on,	
	
	 2	 Was											mit										Qual									mich						erfüllt;		
which						with						torment							me										fills;	
	
	 3	 Zwingen												mir													fort									nur							auf,	
force													upon-me						forth							only							on,	
	
	 4	 Was								meine							Pein:		
what									my										pain:	
	
	 5	 Geben												den								Witwer										mir,		
they-give						the							widower						to-me,	
	
	 6	 Der								kein							ganz								Herze							hat;		
who								no							whole							heart							has;	
	
	 7	 Halb							ist's							der							ersten							Frau,		
half									is-it							the									first								wife’s,		
	
	 8	 Halb							nur										wär's								mein!	
half								only							were-it						mine!	
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Brahms,	“Klage	II,”	Op.	69,	No.	2	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Slovakian	by	Joseph	Wenzig	
	
I.	 1	 O								Felsen,					lieber					Felsen,		
Oh							cliff,									dear							cliff,	
	
	 2	 Was						stürztest					du					nicht				ein,		
why								caved							you						no							in,	
	
	 3	 Als						ich							mich									trennen						mußte		
as									I								myself							to-part							had-to	
	
	 4	 Von								dem							Geliebten							mein?		
from							the									beloved								mine?	
	
	 5	 Laß														dämmern,						Gott,							laß										dämmern,			
Let-(it)						grow-dark,					God,						let(it)						grow-dark,	
	
	 6	 Daß						bald							der							Abend											wink'			
that						soon						the						evening						beckons,	
	
	 7	 Und							daß							auch						bald						mein						Leben		
and							that							also							soon							my										life	
	
	 8	 In							Dämmerung							versink'!			
in											twilight										may-sink!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 O										Nachtigall,								du									traute,			
Oh						nightingale,						you					dear-one,	
	
	 2	 O								sing'									im										grünen							Hain,			
oh						sing							in-the							green								grove,	
	
	 3	 Erleichtere						das							Herz									mir			
ease																			the							heart						for-me	
	
	 4	 Und						meines						Herzens							Pein!			
and										my											heart’s								pain!	
		
	 5	 Mein						Herz,								das							liegt						erstarret			
My									heart	,								it									lies							solidified	
	
	 6	 Zu							Stein								in							meiner							Brust,			
to								stone						in										my										breast,	
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	 7	 Es							findet								hier							auf							Erden		
it									finds								here							on								earth	
	
	 8	 An						nichts,							an							nichts								mehr										Lust.			
in						nothing,					in						nothing						more						pleasure.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Ich											frei'															wohl								einen									Andern	
I								woo/court							indeed									an									other-man,	
	
	 2	 Und								lieb'							ich							ihn								auch							nicht;		
and								love									I									him							even								not;	
	
	 3	 Ich						tue,							was							mein							Vater	
I											do,							what							my								father	
	
	 4	 Und					meine						Mutter							spricht.	
and							my									mother									say.	
	
	 5	 Ich						tue											nach														des									Vaters	
I											do								according					to-the					father’s	
	
	 6	 Und										nach													der										Mutter								Wort,	
and						according					to-the					mother’s						word,	
	
	 7	 Doch						heiße						Tränen						weinet	
but											hot										tears								weeps	
	
	 8	 Mein						Herz							in						einem						fort.	
my									heart						in								one							forth.	
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Brahms,	“Abschied,”	Op.	69,	No.	3	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Bohemian	by	Joseph	Wenzig	
	
I.	 1	 Ach,				mich					hält						der					Gram				gefangen,		
Ah,							me						holds				the					grief							captive,	
	
	 2	 Meinem				Herzen				ist					so				weh,		
my															heart						is						so				sore,	
	
	 3	 Denn				ich						soll							von							hinnen						ziehen		
for										I							shall					from						hence							move	
	
	 4	 Über					jenes										Berges												Höh.			
over						that							mountain’s					height!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Was							einst					mein					war,					ist					verloren,		
What					once					mine					was,					is										lost,	
	
	 2	 Alle,				alle				Hoffnung				flieht;		
all,							all									hope									flees;	
	
	 3	 Ja,						ich					fürchte,					daß,						o						Mädchen,		
yes,					I										fear,								that,					oh							maid,	
		
	 4	 Dich				mein				Aug				nicht				wiedersieht.			
you							my						eye						not						again-sees.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Dunkel				wird					mein						Weg							sich							dehnen,		
Dark									will							my								path						itself						stretch,	
	
	 2	 Wenn				ich				scheiden					muß						von						hier:		
when						I								depart						must					from				here:	
	
	 3	 Steh'						ich					dann					auf					jenem								Berge,		
stand						I								then						on							that							mountain,	
	
	 4	 Seufz'				ich				einmal					noch						nach						dir.	
sigh									I								once							more							for							you.	
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Brahms,	“Des	Liebsten	Schwur,”	Op.	69,	No.	4	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Bohemian	by	Joseph	Wenzig	
	
I.	 1	 Ei,					schmollte			mein				Vater				nicht										wach											und			im			Schlaf,	
Ay,					if-sulks							my						father				not					when-awake			and			in					sleep,	
		
	 2	 So									sagt'								ich					ihm,				wen				ich							im												Gärtelein							traf.	
so			would-tell					I							him,				who					I							in-the				little-garden				met.	
	
	 3	 Und			schmolle				nur,						Vater,					und					schmolle					nur						fort,	
Just							sulk								then,				father,					and									sulk									on						forth;	
	
	 4	 Ich				traf					den				Geliebten						im													Gärtelein									dort.	
I								met					my						beloved					in-the					little-garden					there.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Ei,							zankte							mein				Vater				nicht				wieder						sich										ab,		
Ay,			if-bickers						my					father					not							again				himself			about,	
	
	 2	 So										sagt'								ich			ihm,					was				der				Geliebte					mir						gab.	
so			would-tell						I					him,				what			my				beloved			to-me			gave.	
	
	 3	 Und				zanke				nur,				Vater,				mein						Väterchen					du,	
Just				bicker				on,					father,					my					little-father			you,		
	
	 4	 Er				gab				mir			ein					Küßchen				und												eines															dazu.	
he			gave			me					a						little-kiss				and				another-one			in-addition.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Ei,										klänge											dem					Vater			nicht								staunend											das						Ohr,		
Ay,		if-it-sounded			to-my			father				not					so-astounding			to-his				ear,	
	
	 2	 So										sagt'								ich				ihm,				was				der				Geliebte						mir							schwor.	
so				would-tell					I						him,			what			my				beloved				to-me					swore.	
	
	 3	 Und										staune												nur,				Vater,				und										staune											noch					mehr,	
Just			be-astounded				then,			father,			and			be-astounded			some				more,	
	
	 4	 Du									gibst						mich			doch				einmal					mit					Freuden			noch					her.	
you			will-give				me						but				one-day			with									joy								still				away.	
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IV.	 1	 Mir										schwor				der				Geliebte				so							fest							und						gewiß,		
To-me					swore				my				beloved				so				firmly				and				certainly,	
	
	 2	 Bevor						er					aus					meiner			Umarmung						sich								riß:	
before				he			from							my										embrace					himself			tore:	
	
	
	 3	 Ich											hätte											am							längsten			zu				Hause					gesäumt	
I								would-have			at-the					longest				at					home				to-remain		
	
	 4	 Bis										lustig								im							Felde					die					Weizensaat						keimt.	
until				merrily				in-the			fields				the				wheat-seeds				sprout.	
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Brahms,	“Salome,”	Op.	69,	No.	8	
Poetry	by	Gottfried	Keller	
	
I.	 1	 Singt					mein															Schatz																wie				ein				Fink,		
Sings						my							treasure/dearest					like						a					finch,	
	
	 2	 Sing					ich				Nachtigallensang;		
sing							I						nightingale’s-song;	
	
	 3	 Ist					mein					Liebster				ein				Luchs,		
is								my									lover								a							lynx,	
	
	 4	 O							so				bin					ich					eine					Schlang'!			
oh					so				am							I									a										snake!	
	
	 5	 O								ihr						Jungfraun							im											Land,		
Oh					you							virgins								in-the				country,	
	
	 6	 Von						dem										Berg									und											über										See!		
from				the						mountain					and						across-the				sea!	
		
	 7	 Überlaßt						mir								den										Schönsten,		
leave										for-me				the						most-handsome,	
	
	 8	 Sonst														tut						ihr								mir							weh!			
otherwise					do					you					to-me					hurt!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Er							soll										sich								unterwerfen		
He					shall					himself								submit	
	
	 2	 Zum							Ruhm						uns						und						Preis!		
to-the				glory					of-us					and					praise!	
	
	 3	 Und					er								soll												sich									nicht						rühren,		
And					he						shall						himself								not								move,	
	
	 4	 Nicht								laut									und				nicht					leis'!			
not								loundly					and							not				softly!	
	
	 5	 O								ihr					teuren					Gespielen,		
Oh					you					dear							playmates,	
	
	 6	 Überlaßt								mir									den						stolzen					Mann!	
leave												for-me						the							prohd							man!	
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	 7	 Er							soll						seh'n,					wie						die					Liebe		
He					shall						see,						how					the					love	
	
	 8	 Ein					feurig					Schwert						werden					kann!	
a										fiery								sword							become						can!	
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Brahms,	“Sommerfäden,”	Op.	72,	No.	2	
Poetry	by	Karl	Candidus	
	
I.	 1	 Sommerfäden												hin				und			wieder		
Gossamer-threads			now			and				again	
	
	 2	 Fliegen					von						den					Himmeln					nieder;		
fly													from					the							heaven							doen;	
	
	 3	 Sind							den								Menschen													Hirngespinste,		
are						for-the									man									brain-fancies/inventions,	
	
	 4	 Fetzen						goldner							Liebesträume.		
scraps					of-golden					love-dreams.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 An					die				Stauden,				an					die					Bäume		
On				the					bushes,					on					the					trees	
	
	 2	 Haben							sie														sich														dort							verfangen;		
have								they						themselves						there							caught;	
	
	 3	 Hochselbsteigene						Gewinste		
highly-self-own								winnings	
	
	 4	 Sehen					wir									darunter									hangen.	
see										we						there-under						hanging.	
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Brahms,	“Sommerabend,”	Op.	84,	No.	1	
Poetry	by	Hans	Schmidt	
	
I.	 	 (Die	Mutter)	
	 1	 Geh'				schlafen,					Tochter,						schlafen!	
Go							to-sleep,				daughter,				to-sleep!	
	
	 2	 Schon								fällt					der				Tau							aufs										Gras,	
Already				falls					the				dew			onto-the				grass,	
	
	 3	 Und									wen									die					Tropfen									trafen,	
and					whoever				the						drops							have-struck,	
	
	 4	 Weint					bald					die						Augen				naß!	
weeps				soon				the							eyes						wet!	
	
	
	
II.	 	 (Die	Tochter)	
	 1	 Laß					weinen,						Mutter,						weinen!	
Let					to-weep,					Mother,				to-weep!	
	
	 2	 Das						Mondlicht					leuchtet						hell,	
The					moonlight						shines					brightly,	
	
	 3	 Und										wem										die					Strahlen						scheinen,	
and				whomever				the						beams						shine-upon,	
	
	 4	 Dem										trocknen				Tränen				schnell!	
for-him								dry												tears						quickly!	
	
	
	
III.	 	 (Die	Mutter)	
	 1	 Geh'					schlafen,						Tochter,						schlafen!	
Go								to-sleep,					daughter,				to-sleep!	
	
	 2	 Schon								ruft						der										Kauz																	im										Wald,	
Already			calls						the					screech-owl					in-the						forest,	
	
	 3	 Und									wen									die					Töne								trafen,	
and					whoever				the				tones					has-stuck,	
	
	 4	 Muß							mit				ihm						klagen					bald!	
must				with						it							lament					soon!	
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IV.	 	 (Die	Tochter)	
	 1	 Laß								klagen,						Mutter,								klagen!	
Let					to-lament,				Mother,				to-lament!	
	
	 2	 Die							Nachtigall						singt								hell,	
The					nightingale					sings					clearly,	
	
	 3	 Und											wem										die						Lieder					schlagen,	
and					whomever					the						songs								strike,	
	
	 4	 Dem										schwindet						Trauer						schnell!	
for-him					vanishes						sadness					quickly!	
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Brahms,	“In	den	Beeren,”	Op.	84,	No.	3	
Poetry	by	Hans	Schmidt	(German,	1856–1923)	
	
I.	 	
1	
(Die	Mutter)	
Singe,				Mädchen,							hell									und						klar,	
Sing,											girl,									brightly				and				clearly,	
	
	 2	 Sing'						aus					voller						Kehle,	
sing						from						full							throat,	
		
	 3	 Daß										uns								nicht					die					Spatzenschar			
that						from-us					not						the					sparrow-flock	
	
	 4	 Alle										Beeren									stehle!	
all-the					berries					may-steal!	
	
	
	
II.	 	
1	
(Die	Tochter)	
Mutter,						mag					auch					weit					der							Spatz			
Mother,					may					even							far						the					sparrow	
	
	 2	 Flieh'n								vor								meinem						Singen,		
fly													before									my										singing,	
	
	 3	 Fürcht'				ich												doch,												es					wird					den					Schatz	
fear												I							nevertheless,				it						will						the					treasure	
	
	 4	 Um						so								näher						bringen.		
all							the						nearer						bring.	
	
	
	
III.	 	
1	
(Die	Mutter)	
Freilich,										für										so									dreisten					Gauch	
Of-course,					for						such-a						brazen						cuckoo	
	
	 2	 Braucht					es					einer					Scheuche,		
needs									it										a							scarecrow,	
	
	 3	 Warte					nur,				ich					komme				auch		
wait								just,						I									come							too	
	
	 4	 In									die					Beerensträuche!			
into					the							berry-bushes!	
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IV.	 	
1	
(Die	Tochter)	
Mutter,					nein,					das				hat				nicht				Not:			
Mother,					no,						that				has					not				need:	
	
	 2	 Beeren,					schau,					sind					teuer,		
berries,							see,								are						dear,	
	
	 3	 Doch				der					Küsse,					reif						und				rot,			
but							the					kisses,				ripe					and				red,	
	
	 4	 Gibt							es						viele									heuer!	
gives					it						many					this-year!	
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Brahms,	“Vergebliches	Ständchen,”	Op.	84,	No.	4	
Poetry,	a	“Folk	Song	from	the	Lower	Rhine,”		
by	Anton	Wilhelm	Florentin	von	Zuccalmaglio	
	
I.	 	
1	
(Er)			
Guten						Abend,						mein						Schatz,	
Good						evening,					my							treasure,	
	
	 2	 Guten						Abend,						mein						Kind!			
good						evening,						my							child!	
	
	 3	 Ich					komm'						aus									Lieb'						zu						dir,			
I										come						out-of						love							to						you	
	
	 4	 Ach,					mach'								mir										auf							die						Tür,	
ah,								make					for-me					open					the					door,	
	
	 5	 Mach'									mir									auf							die						Tür!		
make						for-me					open					the					door!	
	
	
	
II.	 	
1	
(Sie)			
Meine						Tür							ist						verschlossen,			
My											door						is											locked,	
	
	 2	 Ich					laß					dich					nicht					ein;		
I										let						you							not							in;	
	
	 3	 Mutter,								die											rät'									mir								klug,			
mother,						who						advises					me						wisely,	
	
	 4	 Wär'st						du						herein					mit.				Fug,			
were								you					inside						by					right,	
	
	 5	 Wär's																		mit							mir						vorbei!	
would-be-it						with					me								over!	
	
	
	
III.	 	
1	
(Er)			
So					kalt						ist						die							Nacht,			
So					cold						is							the						night,	
	
	 2	 So					eisig					der					Wind,						
so							icy							the						wind	
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	 3	 Daß				mir				das				Herz								erfriert,			
that				me					the				heart				will-freeze,	
	
	 4	 Mein'					Lieb'							erlöschen											wird;			
my										love					extinguished					will-be;	
	
	 5	 Öffne							mir,								mein					Kind!	
open					for-me,					my							child!	
	
	
IV.	 	
1	
(Sie)		
Löschet											dein'						Lieb';			
Extinguish					your							love,	
	
	 2	 Laß						sie															löschen															nur!			
let									it									be-extinguished						just!	
	
	 3	 Löschet															sie							immerzu,			
Extinguishes						it						continually,	
	
	 4	 Geh'					heim						zu					Bett,					zur					Ruh'!		
go								home					to						bed,							to						rest!	
	
	 5	 Gute							Nacht,					mein					Knab'!	
Good						night,							my								boy!	
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Brahms,	“Mädchenlied,”	Op.	85,	No.	3	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Serbian	by	Siegfried	Kapper	
	
I.	 1	 Ach,				und						du					mein					kühles					Wasser!		
Ah,						and				you,					my								cool									water!	
	
	 2	 Ach,					und						du							mein					rotes							Röslein!		
Ah,							and					you,						my							red								little-rose!	
	
	 3	 Was					erblühst					du									mir								so				frühe?		
Why						bloom					you					for-me				so				early?	
	
	 4	 Hab'									ja								nicht,							für						wen								dich					pflücken!			
I-have				but					no-one,				for					whom						you						to-pick!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Pflück'				ich				dich					für					meine					Mutter?		
Pick											I							you					for								my							mother?	
	
	 2	 Keine					Mutter						hab'					ich					Waise!		
No									mother					have							I						orphan!	
	
	 3	 Pflück'					ich				dich					für					meine					Schwester?		
Pick											I							you					for								my											sister?	
	
	 4	 Ei					doch,					längst					vermählet					ist					sie!			
Ah					but,								long								married							is						she!	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Pflück'				ich				dich					für					meinen					Bruder?		
Pick										I							you					for									my									brother?	
	
	 2	 Ist													gezogen					in						die						Feldschlacht!		
He-has								gone								to					the					field-of-battle.	
	
	 3	 Pflück'				ich					dich					für					den						Geliebten?		
Pick											I							you					for						my					sweetheart?	
	
	 4	 Fern,														ach,						weilet					der							Geliebte!		
Far-away,				alas,					tarries				my					sweetheart!			
	
	 5	 Jenseit																														dreier						grünen							Berge,		
On-the-other-side					of-three						green					mountains,	
	
	 6	 Jenseit																												dreier								kühlen										Wasser!	
On-the-other-side				of-three								cool								water/rivers!	
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Brahms,	“Ade!,”	Op.	85,	No.	4	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Bohemian	by	Siegfried	Kapper	
	
I.	 1	 Wie						schienen					die						Sternlein					so							hell,								so								hell		
How							shone							the				little-stars				so			brightly,			so					brightly	
	
	 2	 Herab					von						der									Himmelshöh'!		
down					from				the					heaven’s-heights.	
	
	 3	 Zwei				Liebende				standen			auf				der						Schwell',		
Two							lovers								stood						on					the				threshold,	
	
	 4	 Ach,				Hand				in				Hand:										“Ade!”		
ah,							hand				in				hand:					“Farewell!”	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Die										Blümlein							weinten					auf								Flur									und					Steg,		
The					little-flowers						wept								on					meadow				and					path,	
	
	 2	 Sie						fühlten				der					Liebenden					Weh',	
they							felt							the								lover’s									pain,	
	
	 3	 Die						standen						traurig							am								Scheideweg,		
who						stood									sadly							at-the						crossroads,	
	
	 4	 Ach,					Herz										an											Herz:										“Ade!”	
ah,							heart					against					heart:					“Farewell!”	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Die							Lüfte								durchrauschen							die					Waldesruh',	
The				breezes				rustled-through					the				forest-calm;	
	
	 2	 Aus							dem						Tal							und						von						der						Höh'		
from					the					valley				and					from				the				heights	
	
	 3	 Weh'n					zwei				weiße				Tücher					einander						zu:		
wave							two					white					cloths				each-other				at:	
	
	 4	 “Ade!																			Ade!														Ade!”	
“Farewell,					Farewell	,				Farewell!”	
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Brahms,	“Feldeinsamkeit,”	Op.	86,	No.	2	
Poetry	by	Hermann	Allmers	
	
I.	 1	 Ich					ruhe								still											im								hohen					grünen				Gras	
I										rest						quietly				in-the						tall										green					grass	
	
	 2	 Und					sende						lange						meinen					Blick							nach									oben,	
and						send						far-off									my									gaze						toward					above,	
	
	 3	 Von								Grillen											rings									umschwirrt									ohn'									Unterlaß,	
with					crickets					about-me								chirping								without									end,	
	
	 4	 Von						Himmelsbläue							wundersam							umwoben.	
in										heaven’s-blue							wonderfully						enveloped.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Die						schönen					weiße							Wolken							ziehn							dahin	
The							lovely							white								clouds							move						onward	
	
	 2	 Durchs																tiefe					Blau,					wie							schöne								stille					Träume;	
through-the					deep					blue,					like					beautiful					quiet					dreams;	
	
	 3	 Mir											ist,							als					ob					ich										längst									gestorben						bin	
to-me					it-is,					as							if								I								long-since										dead											am	
	
	 4	 Und						ziehe								selig															mit																	durch														ew'ge						Räume.	
and						move					in-sprit					with-them					through-the					eternal					realms.	
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Brahms,	“Mit	vierzig	Jahren,”	Op.	94,	No.	1	
Poetry	by	Friedrich	Rückert	
	
I.	 1	 Mit								vierzig					Jahren					ist					der									Berg											erstiegen,		
With							forty							years							is						the					mountain						climbed,	
	
	 2	 Wir					stehen						still					und						schaun					zurück;		
we							stand							still					and							look										back;	
	
	 3	 Dort					sehen					wir					der									Kindheit											stilles								liegen	
there					see								we						the						childhood’s					stillness						lying	
	
	 4	 Und						dort								der						Jugend									lautes								Glück.	
and						there						the						youth’s									loud						happiness.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Noch														einmal															schau,				und					dann								gekräftigt									weiter		
Still							one-(more)-time						look,					and						then					strengthened					farther	
	
	 2	 Erhebe					deinen									Wanderstab!		
lift															your							wandering-staff!	
	
	 3	 Hindehnt																		ein						Bergesrücken								sich,					ein								breiter,	
Ahead-stretches						a						mountain-ridge				itself,						a						broad-one,	
	
	 4	 Und						hier					nicht,						drüben								gehts												hinab.	
and						here					not,								beyond						goer-it						downward.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Nicht							atmend							aufwärts						brauchst						du					mehr					zu					steigen,		
Not								breathing				upwards									need									you				more					to						climb,	
	
	 2	 Die						Ebene						zieht						von					selbst						dich						fort;		
the							plain					draws						by							itself							you						forth;	
	
	 3	 Dann					wird					sie						sich							mit							dir									unmerklich											neigen,		
then							will							it						itself					with					you					imperceptibly					bend-down,	
	
	 4	 Und								eh'										du's								denkst,						bist						du									im									Port.	
and					before					you-it							think,							are					you					in-the					port.	
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Brahms,	“Sapphische	Ode,”	Op.	94,	No.	4	
Poetry	by	Hans	Schmidt	
	
I.	 1	 Rosen							brach						ich							nachts											mir														am												dunklen							Hage;		
Roses						picked							I								at-night						for-me						from-the								dark										hedge;	
	
	 2	 Süßer										hauchten											Duft												sie									als									je							am						Tage;		
sweeter						breathed						fragrance					they					than					ever					by							day;	
	
	 3	 Doch						verstreuten						reich							die							bewegten									Äste		
but																shed											richly						the									stirred								branches	
	
	 4	 Tau,											der							mich										näßte.	
dew,							which						me								moistened.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Auch				der					Küsse										Duft										mich					wie												nie																								berückte,		
Also					the					kisses’				fragrance						me							as					never-before			enchanted/charmed,	
	
	 2	 Die											ich								nachts												vom												Strauch							deiner							Lippen						pflückte;		
which							I									at-night							from-the									bush									of-year									lips									plucked;	
	
	 3	 Doch					auch													dir,												bewegt								im									Gemüt					gleich						jenen,		
but									also							from-you,						moved						in-the							soul											as										they,		
	
	 4	 Tauten																die						Tränen.	
fell-the-dew						of										tears.	
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Brahms,	“Kein	Haus,	keine	Heimat,”	Op.	94,	No.	5	
Poetry	by	Friedrich	Halm	
	
I.	 1	 Kein					Haus,						keine							Heimat,		
No							house,							no								homeland,	
	
	 2	 Kein					Weib				und					kein				Kind,		
no									wife					and						no						child,	
	
	 3	 So					wirbl'					ich,					ein					Strohhalm,		
so					whirl								I,									a						straw-stalk,	
	
	 4	 In							Wetter							und					Wind!			
in						weather					and						wind!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Well'						auf					und						Well'					nieder,		
Wave					up						and					wave						down,	
	
	 2	 Bald							dort						und					bald						hier;		
soon					there					and					soon					here;	
	
	 3	 Welt,							fragst							du							nach						mir					nicht,		
world,						ask									you						after						me							not,	
	
	 4	 was						frag'					ich					nach						dir?	
why						ask								I								after					you?	
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Brahms,	“Bei	dir	sind	meine	Gedanken,”	Op.	95,	No.	2	
Poetry	by	Friedrich	Halm	
	
I.	 1	 Bei										dir						sind						meine						Gedanken		
With						you						are										my										thoughts	
	
	 2	 Und									flattern,											flattern														um									dich							her;		
and					they-flutter,				they	-flutter					around						you						about;	
	
	 3	 Sie								sagen,						sie							hätten											Heimweh,		
they							say,							they							have								homesickness,	
	
	 4	 Hier																										litt'																						es								sie								nicht						mehr.			
and							they-will-out-up-with							it							they								no									more.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Bei										dir								sind						meine							Gedanken		
With						you								are								my											thoughts	
	
	 2	 Und						wollen								von								dir,					nicht						fort;		
and								want								from					you,							not						togo;	
	
	 3	 Sie								sagen,						das							wär'					auf					Erden		
they							say,								that						it-is							on						earth	
	
	 4	 Der								allerschönste								Ort.	
the							most-beautiful					place.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Sie								sagen,								unlösbar								hielte		
They						say,							inextricably						held	
	
	 2	 Dein													Zauber													sie												festgebannt;		
by-your							magic								are-they									captured;	
	
	 3	 Sie									hätten						an							deinen						Blicken		
they							have,							by									your								glances,	
	
	 4	 Die									Flügel														sich													verbrannt.	
their						wings							themselves								burned.	
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Brahms,	“Beim	Abschied,”	Op.	95,	No.	3	
Poetry	by	Friedrich	Halm	
	
I.	 1	 Ich							müh'										mich									ab							und					kann's					nicht					verschmerzen,		
I								struggle					myself					with					and						can-it							not											conquer	
	
	 2	 Und					kann's					nicht					verwinden								in					meinem					Herzen,		
and						can-it							not						overcome-it					in									my												heart,	
	
	 3	 Daß					ich				den					und												jenen													soll							sehen		
that							I						this					and					that-person				should					see	
	
	 4	 Im												Kreis									um						mich						herum													sich												drehen,		
in-the					circle					about						me							around					themselves							turn,	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Der						mich					nicht						machte						froh						noch					trübe,		
who						me									not								made								glad								or									sad,	
	
	 2	 Ob																er						nun											ging'							oder									bliebe,		
whether					he					now					might-go						or							might-stay,	
	
	 3	 Und						nur							die											Eine									soll									von						mir						wandern,		
and						only						the						one-girl						shal						from						me							wander,	
	
	 4	 Für								die								ich						ertragen					all					die					Andern.	
for						whom							I									endure							all					the					others.	
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Brahms,	“Der	Jäger,”	Op.	95,	No.	4	
Poetry	by	Friedrich	Halm	
	
I.	 1	 Mein				Lieb					ist				ein					Jäger,		
My								love					is						a						hunter,	
	
	 2	 Und					grün					ist					sein							Kleid,	
and				green					is						his						clothing,	
	
	 3	 Und					blau				ist				sein				Auge,		
and					blue					is					his						eye,	
	
	 4	 Nur					sein					Herz					ist					zu					weit.	
only					his					heart					is					too				wide.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Mein					Lieb					ist					ein						Jäger,		
My								love						is							a							hunter,	
	
	 2	 Trifft						immer								ins										Ziel,	
hits								always					in-the					mark,	
	
	 3	 Und					Mädchen					berückt					er,	
and										girls								beguiles				he,	
	
	 4	 So							viel							er						nur							will.	
as					many					he					just					wants.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Mein				Lieb					ist					ein						Jäger,		
My							love					is								a						hunter,	
	
	 2	 Kennt						Wege						und						Spur,	
knows					paths					and					tracks,	
	
	 3	 Zu					mir									aber										kommt					er		
to						me						however						comes					he	
	
	 4	 Durch									die								Kirchtüre									nur!	
through					the					church-door					only!	
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Brahms,	“Mädchenlied,”	Op.	95,	No.	6	
Poetry	translated	from	the	Italian	by	Paul	von	Heyse	
	
I.	 1	 “Am											jüngsten						Tag				ich				aufersteh'		
On-the				Judgment					Day						I							will-rise,	
	
	 2	 Und												gleich										nach					meinem							Liebsten										seh',		
and					immediately						for											my								sweetheart				will-look,	
	
	 3	 und					wenn					ich					ihn					nicht					finden				kann,		
and									if											I						him						not								find								can,	
	
	 4	 Leg'				wieder						mich							zum					Schlafen				dann.			
lie								again						myself							to										sleep							then.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 “O	Herzeleid,						du						Ewigkeit!		
Heartache,								you					Eternity!	
	
	 2	 Selbander												nur						ist							Seligkeit!		
With-another				only					is						happiness!	
	
	 3	 Und					kommt				mein							Liebster							nicht				hinein,		
And					comes						my					sweetheart						not									in,	
	
	 4	 Mag									nicht					im					Paradiese						sein!”	
I-want						not							in							Paradise					to-be!	
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Brahms,	“Entführung,”	Op.	97,	No.	3	
Poetry	by	Willibald	Alexis	
	
I.	 1	 O								Lady					Judith,					spröder						Schatz,		
Oh					Lady					Judith,						aloof								treasure,	
	
	 2	 Drückt											dich								zu									fest							mein					Arm?		
presses						on-you					too					firmly						my							arm?	
	
	 3	 Je																				zwei						zu						Pferd							haben						schlechten					Platz		
At-a-time						two						on						horse							have											poor													seat,		
	
	 4	 Und						Winternacht							weht							nicht					warm.			
and						winter-night						blows							not							warm.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Hart					ist					der						Sitz						und					knapp				und						schmal,		
Hart						is						the					seat					and							tight						and					narrow,	
	
	 2	 Und						kalt						mein						Kleid					von						Erz,		
and						cold							my									suit							of						metal,	
	
	 3	 Doch						kälter						und						härter							als								Sattel							und					Stahl		
yet									colder						and						harder				than						saddle					and						steel	
	
	 4	 War							gegen							mich							dein							Herz.			
was						against							me									your						heart.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Sechs						Nächte						lag						ich						in						Sumpf							und					Moor		
Six											nights							lay								I								in						swamp					and					moor	
	
	 2	 Und							hab'						um						dich								gewacht,		
and							have						for						you						kept-watch;	
	
	 3	 Doch					weicher,					bei					Sankt									Görg										ich's					schwor,		
but										softer,							by						Saint					George-it							I-it							swore,	
	
	 4	 Schlaf'																ich							die							siebente						Nacht!	
would-sleep							I								the							seventh							night!	
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Brahms,	“Dort	in	den	Weiden,”	Op.	97,	No.	4	
Poetry,	a	“Folk	Song	from	the	Lower	Rhine,”		
by	Anton	Wilhelm	Florentin	von	Zuccalmaglio	
	
I.	 1	 Dort												in									den						Weiden						steht							ein					Haus,		
There				among					the						willows					stands						a						house,	
	
	 2	 Da									schaut						die								Magd								zum								Fenster						'naus!		
there					looks							the						maiden					at-the					window							out!	
	
	 3	 Sie						schaut						stromauf,					sie							schaut								stromab:		
She						looks						upstream,				she						looks						downstream:	
	
	 4	 Ist					noch						nicht							da							mein					Herzensknab'?		
is								still								not							here						my									heart’s-boy?	
	
	 5	 Der									schönste										Bursch							am									ganzen					Rhein,		
The					handsomest										lad							on-the						entire						Rhine	
	
	 6	 Den						nenn'					ich				mein,					den					nenn'					ich					mein!			
him					name							I							mine,				him					name							I							mine!	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Des											Morgens					fährt					er					auf					dem					Fluß,		
In-the						morning						sails					he					on							the						river,	
	
	 2	 Und						singt					herüber					seinen							Gruß,		
and						sings						across											his								greeting;	
	
	 3	 Des										Abends,								wenn's													Glühwürmchen								fliegt,		
in-the				evenings,					when-the					little-glow-worms						flies,	
	
	 4	 Sein						Nachen					an					das					Ufer					wiegt,		
his											skiff									on					the					bank				rocks,	
	
	 5	 Da								kann					ich					mit							dem					Burschen				mein		
then						can								I							with						the											lad													be,	
	
	 6	 Beisammen					sein,						beisammen						sein!	
together												be,									together											be!	
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III.	 1	 Die							Nachtigall									im									Fliederstrauch,	
the						nightingale					in-the											lilac-ush,	
	
	 2	 Was						sie								da								singt,										versteh'									ich					auch;		
what					it							there					sings,						understand							I								also;	
	
	 3	 Sie				saget:								übers									Jahr						ist												Fest,		
it									say:							over-the					year						is							celebration,	
	
	 4	 Hab'				ich,			mein				Lieber,				auch				ein				Nest,		
have					I,							my							dear,							also						a							nest,	
	
	 5	 Wo											ich						dann						mit						dem					Burschen						mein			
where							I								then						with					the												lad												mine	
	
	 6	 Die						Froh'st'										am							Rhein,				die							Froh'st'												am						Rhein!		
the		happiest-girl		on-the		Rhine,			the		happiest-girl			on-the			Rhine!	
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Brahms,	“Trennung,”	Op.	97,	No.	6	
Poetry	from	Swabian	Folk	Song	
	
I.	 1	 Da											unten								im										Tale		
There					below					in-the				valley	
	
	 2	 Läuft's								Wasser					so						trüb,		
runs-the						water						so				murky,	
	
	 3	 Und					i					kann						dir's						net					sagen,		
and					I						can						you-it					not						tell,	
	
	 4	 I					hab'								di							so						lieb.			
I					have					you					so					dear.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Sprichst										allweil						von					Liebe',		
You-speak					always						of									love,	
	
	 2	 Sprichst										allweil					von						Treu',		
you-speak					always						of						fidelity,	
	
	 3	 Und					a					bissele					Falschheit		
and						a						bit-of						falsehood	
	
	 4	 Is						auch									wohl									dabei.			
is						also							probably					in-it!	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Und						wenn					i							dir's								zehnmal						sag,		
And										if								I						you-it					ten-times					tell,	
	
	 2	 Daß						i							di								lieb,		
that						I					you						love,	
	
	 3	 Und					du						willst				nit								verstehn,						muß				i	
and					you					will						not			understand,			must			I	
	
	 4	 Halt								weiter						gehn.		
then						faether								go.	
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IV.	 1	 Für					die					Zeit,									wo					du					g’liebt				mi				hast,		
For					the				time,				when			you				loved				me			have,	
	
	
	 2	 Dank						i						dir						schön,		
thank					I					you					well,	
	
	 3	 Und				i			wünsch,			daß								dir's															anderswo		
and				I						wish,					that			for-you-it			somewhere-else	
	
	 4	 Besser						mag					gehn.	
better						may								go.	
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Brahms,	“Wie	Melodien,”	Op.	105,	No.	1	
Poetry	by	Klaus	Groth	
	
I.	 1	 Wie					Melodien						zieht					es		
Like				melodies				moves				it		
	
	 2	 Mir											leise									durch							den					Sinn,		
in-me				quietly				through					the					mind,	
	
	 3	 Wie					Frühlingsblumen							blüht						es,		
like							spring-flowers							blooms				it,	
	
	 4	 Und					schwebt						wie											Duft									dahin.			
and								floats						like-a				fragrance				away.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Doch					kommt					das					Wort					und									faßt														es		
But								comes						the					word					and				takes-hold				of-it,	
	
	 2	 Und					führt					es								vor								das					Aug',		
and					leads					it						before					the					eye,	
	
	 3	 Wie									Nebelgrau						erblaßt					es		
like-a						gray-mist								pales								it	
	
	 4	 Und							schwindet							wie						ein					Hauch.			
and						disappears						like							a							breath.	
	
	
	
III.	 1	 Und						dennoch								ruht											im									Reime		
And									yet											remains					in-the				rhyme	
	
	 2	 Verborgen							wohl								ein										Duft,		
hidden											perhaps					a								fragrance,	
	
	 3	 Den							mild												aus											stillem					Keime		
that					gently					from-the						silent								bud	
	
	 4	 Ein					feuchtes					Auge										ruft.		
a											moist									eye						calls-forth.	
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Brahms,	“Auf	dem	Kirchhofe,”	Op.	105,	No.	4	
Poetry	by	Detlev	von	Liliencron	
	
I.	 1	 Der					Tag								ging										regenschwer								und					sturmbewegt,		
The					day					passed					heavy-with-rain				and					storm-tossed;	
	
	 2	 Ich					war					an				manch'				vergeßnem						Grab							gewesen,		
I								have					at						many								forgotten						graves							been,		
	
	 3	 Verwittert					Stein					und				Kreuz,				die						Kränze					alt,		
weathered				stone				and				cross,					the				wreaths				old,	
	
	 4	 Die					Namen				überwachsen,				kaum					zu						lesen.	
the					names							overgrown,					hardly				to				be-read.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Der				Tag							ging						sturmbewegt					und							regenschwer,		
The				day				passed				storm-tossed				and					heavy-with-rain,	
	
	 2	 Auf				allen						Gräbern					fror							das					Wort:						Gewesen.		
on					every							grave							froze					the					word:					Departed.	
	
	 3	 Wie														sturmestot												die						Särge						schlummerten,		
As-if					dead-to-the-storm				the					coffins							slumbered,	
	
	 4	 Auf				allen					Gräbern						taute									still:							Genesen.	
on					every							grave					thawed				silently:				Healed.	
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Brahms,	“An	die	Stolze,”	Op.	107,	No.	1	
Poetry	by	Paul	Flemming	
	
I.	 1	 Und								gleichwohl					kann				ich							anders							nicht,		
And					nevertheless					can								I						otherwise					not,	
	
	 2	 Ich						muß									ihr																günstig											sein,		
I										must					to-her						well-disposed						be,	
	
	 3	 Obgleich												der					Augen					stolzes					Licht		
even-though				the						eyes’							proud						light		
		
	 4	 Mir																mißgönnt					seinen					Schein.		
from-me					begrudges								its									shine.	
	
	 5	 Ich					will,					ich				soll,				ich				muß					dich					lieben,		
I								want,					I					shall,					I						must					you						love;	
	
	 6	 Dadurch					wir					beid'													uns												nur										betrüben,		
that-way				we					both					each-other					only					make-
unhappy,	
	
	 7	 Weil						mein					Wunsch								doch														nicht													gilt		
since						my										wish								after-all					(does)-not					matter	
	
	 8	 Und						du				nicht						hören								wilt.			
and					you					not						to-hear					want.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Wie						manchen					Tag,					wie						manche					Nacht,	
How						many-a							day,				how					many-a						night,	
	
	 2	 Wie					manche					liebe						Zeit		
hoe							much								dear					time	
	
	 3	 Hab'					ich					mit										Klagen																durchgebracht,		
have							I								in							lamentation					lived-through/spent,	
	
	 4	 Und						du							verlachst					mein						Leid!		
and						you						laugh-at							my					sorrow!	
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	 5	 Du					weißt,				du				hörst,				du				siehst				die			Schmerzen,		
You			know,			you				hea,				you						see					the							pains,	
	
	 6	 Und					nimmst									der'							keinen					doch					zu					Herzen,		
and									take						of-them						none								yet						to							heart,	
	
	 7	 So						daß					ich					zweifle							fast,		
so						that						I									doubt					almost,	
	
	 8	 Ob																	du					ein					Herze					hast.	
whether				you						a							heart						have.	
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Brahms,	“Salamander,”	Op.	107,	No.	2	
Poetry	by	Karl	von	Lemcke	
	
I.	 1	 Es										saß			ein			Salamander	
There			sat					a						salamander	
	
	 2	 Auf							einem			kühlen			Stein,	
upon								a										cool						stone,	
	
	 3	 Da								warf						ein						böses								Mädchen	
then				threw					a						naughty									girl	
	
	 4	 Ins													Feuer					ihn				hinein.	
into-the						fire							it										in.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Sie							meint',						er					soll								verbrennen,	
She				thought,			it				would							burn-up,	
	
	 2	 Ihm											ward											erst										wohl				zu							Mut,	
to-him			became				only-then				well					in					feelings,	
	
	 3	 Wohl				wie							mir							kühlem				Teufel	
just								as						to-me					a-cool							devil	
	
	 4	 Die				heiße				Liebe								tut.	
the						hot							love					affects.	
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Brahms,	“Das	Mädchen	spricht,”	Op.	107,	No.	3	
Poetry	by	Otto	Friedrich	Gruppe	
	
I.	 1	 Schwalbe,				sag'				mir							an,		
Swallow,					tell						me					(then),	
	
	 2	 Ist's					dein					alter					Mann		
is-it					your					old							mate,		
	
	 3	 Mit								dem									du's									Nest							gebaut?		
with				whom				you-the				next					have-built?	
	
	 4	 Oder					hast							du							jüngst								erst		
Or									have					you								just							recently	
	
	 5	 Dich														ihm								vertraut?			
yourself				to-him								wed?	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Sag',					was							zwitschert										ihr,			
Tell,					what									chirp											you-(two),	
	
	 2	 Sag',						was							flüstert						ihr		
tell,						what					whisper					you	
	
	 3	 Des										Morgens					so							vertraut?		
in-the					morning					so					intimately?	
	
	 4	 Gelt,																		du											bist														wohl										auch				noch			
Am-I-right,				you				have-been				probably					also						not		
	
	 5	 Nicht					lange							Braut?	
very							long							a-bride?	
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Brahms,	“Maienkätzchen,”	Op.	107,	No.	4	
Poetry	by	Detlev	von	Liliencron	
	
I.	 1	 Maienkätzchen,			erster					Gruß,		
Catkins,																			first					greeting;	
	
	 2	 Ich				breche				euch				und				stecke				euch	
I								picked					you					and					stick						you		
	
	 3	 An				meinen				alten				Hut.		
in									my										old						hat.	
	
	
	
II.	 1	 Maienkätzchen,				erster						Gruß,		
Catkins,																				first						greeting,	
	
	 2	 Einst					brach					ich				euch				und				steckte				euch		
once					broke							I							you					and					stuck							you	
	
	 3	 Der										Liebsten							an				den				Hut.	
of-the			sweetheart				in					the					hat.	
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